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FRPC_FRPC: @doppiodave on issues being raised at Rebooting conf'c this Fri-Sat
(http://t.co/bNJURpoLHJ): http://t.co/JcDePiIrNO #newcomlaw
5/20/2015 7:48:36 PM

mediamorphis: Vertical integration in Canada very high vs 5 yrs ago + relative to US
https://t.co/bDP6MYwiAV https://t.co/iZiw5CSZeQ #newcomlaw @FRPC_FRPC
5/21/2015 8:55:20 PM

rcarbasse: RT @mediamorphis: Vertical integration in Canada very high vs 5 yrs ago +
relative to US https://t.co/bDP6MYwiAV https://t.co/iZiw5CSZeQ #n…
5/21/2015 9:02:45 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @mediamorphis: Vertical integration in Canada very high vs 5 yrs ago
+ relative to US https://t.co/bDP6MYwiAV https://t.co/iZiw5CSZeQ #n…
5/22/2015 1:50:06 AM

BenKlass: Heading down to @FRPC_FRPC ’s #newcomlaw with @doppiodave &
@mediamorphis looking forward to a great conference! http://t.co/C0BCRrSJ61 #1st
5/22/2015 11:29:54 AM

JerryChomyn: Eagerly waiting for the #newcomlaw conference to start. Thx University
of Ottawa for hosting this event
5/22/2015 12:15:06 PM

mediamorphis: Now @ @FRPC_FRPC ’s #newcomlaw w @doppiodave @LRJia
@sabwilkinson @strosow Now up Liora Salter http://t.co/L5iQxtCUX3
5/22/2015 12:37:41 PM

BenKlass: Kicking off #newcomlaw is Liora Salter—her work on the CRTC is
tremendously instructive http://t.co/NoMaLW6BV8
5/22/2015 12:38:38 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @mediamorphis: Now @ @FRPC_FRPC ’s #newcomlaw w
@doppiodave @LRJia @sabwilkinson @strosow Now up Liora Salter
http://t.co/L5iQxtCUX3
5/22/2015 12:39:40 PM

BenKlass: The #CRTC has 4 personalities: 1. The adventurer - can turn mass media into
the people’s media #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:41:09 PM

BenKlass: #CRTC personality no. 2: The Sober Sister — can act as guiding hand in a
turbulent communication world. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:42:18 PM

BenKlass: #CRTC personality 3: the political populist. Eager to please, looking toward
the future, eager to a fault? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:43:28 PM

mediamorphis: Oh, how did I forget: rode in w @BenKlass to @FRPC_FRPC ’s
#newcomlaw this morning. Salter now up on 4 faces of #CRTC http://t.co/L5iQxtCUX3
5/22/2015 12:45:01 PM

BenKlass: Legislation will contain contradictions, not susceptible to every passing fancy.
It’s about enabling, flexibility, space to move #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 12:46:01 PM

BenKlass: Today the climate has changed, no room for #CRTC the adventurer, or the
sober sister. Room for maneuver has shrunk #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:47:06 PM

BenKlass: Salter: Be careful what you wish for, opening the legislation will come with
perils and pitfalls in today’s climate #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:47:45 PM

mediamorphis: Liora Salter: tells @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw careful what u wish 4
when asking for changes to Broadcast & Telecoms acts http://t.co/L5iQxtCUX3
5/22/2015 12:48:36 PM

BenKlass: We need an agency that has space to act, where there is room for all
regulatory personalities #newcomlaw Great opening speech from Dr Salter
5/22/2015 12:49:12 PM

strosow: #newcomlaw Salter .... CRTC as (3) political populist and as (4) orphan child
"be careful what you ask for"
5/22/2015 12:49:44 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Salter: Be careful what you wish for, opening the legislation
will come with perils and pitfalls in today’s climate #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:50:16 PM

BenKlass: Now up: Meda and sovereignty: Can Canada regulate Internet content?
#newcomlaw feat. @tranquileye mod, @timothydenton @gregorytaylor1
5/22/2015 12:51:29 PM

BenKlass: Radical changes to tech environment, challenging notions of broadcasting and
telecom formed prior to breakout of public Internet #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:52:28 PM

BenKlass: Q: What should be done about Canada’s communications laws? Should there
be a reboot? What needs to be done? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:52:57 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @BenKlass: Q: What should be done about Canada’s communications
laws? Should there be a reboot? What needs to be done? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:53:25 PM

BenKlass: .@timothydenton: Former requirements of licensing due to scarcity: no
longer applies in the Internet world #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:55:11 PM

BenKlass: Plenty of TV being produced, hours being watched not declining, where’s the
beef #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:56:12 PM

BenKlass: .@timothydenton firmly opposed to regulation of Internet content (in case
you didn’t know) #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:57:11 PM

BenKlass: Maintaining telecom act, in order to constrain market power/prevent
discrimination, a good idea, says @timothydenton #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 12:58:28 PM

strosow: #newcomlaw @timothydenton B'cast Act becoming irrelevant ...no long-term
future ... Applications more important than carriers
5/22/2015 12:58:36 PM

BenKlass: But can not coexist in one statute with edict “though shalt discriminate” in
favour of Cancon, bcast, etc. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 12:58:59 PM

BenKlass: .@gregorytaylor1 up now: Not a lawyer! But damn knowledgable academic,
check out http://t.co/P72Di85nTF to see what he’s up to #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:00:00 PM

strosow: #newcomlaw GregTaylor legisl change needed but political will is lacking ...
Regulations mired in last century(using ex of spectrum auction)
5/22/2015 1:02:04 PM

geoffrey_white: Attending @FRPC_FRPC #NewComLaw after a sleepless night. Please
cue scintillation.
5/22/2015 1:03:57 PM

BenKlass: Too much power in the hands of Industry Minister wrt spectrum allocation
#newcomlaw "Nothing arms' length about the Industry Minister"
5/22/2015 1:04:04 PM

strosow: .@gregorytaylor1 too much power given to IndustryMinister -- inadequate
transparency #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:04:22 PM

BenKlass: Cloudiness around parliament hill inappropriate for regulation of the public
airwaves, says @gregorytaylor1 #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:04:47 PM

mediamorphis: Shld combine spectrum mngmt to administer spectrum well, reign in
excessive powers of Industry Minister, serve public @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:04:53 PM

BenKlass: Should we be worried that amalgamation of #CRTC and Industry Canada
SITT might move in the wrong direction (toward politicking)? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:06:49 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: Too much power in the hands of Industry Minister wrt
spectrum allocation #newcomlaw "Nothing arms' length about the Industry …
5/22/2015 1:07:41 PM

mediamorphis: . @gregorytaylor1 pushes for @CRTCeng authority of spectrum: more
public, rule bound, less politicized & arbitrary #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:07:49 PM

BenKlass: “Must should can should must should could must”TQ very much, says Jay
Thomson. But SRSLY can parliament regulate shomi and Crave? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:09:00 PM

stevenjmay: RT @mediamorphis: . @gregorytaylor1 pushes for @CRTCeng authority of
spectrum: more public, rule bound, less politicized & arbitrary #newco…
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5/22/2015 1:09:01 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: . @gregorytaylor1 pushes for @CRTCeng authority of
spectrum: more public, rule bound, less politicized & arbitrary #newco…
5/22/2015 1:09:12 PM

BenKlass: Yes — Bell, Rogers, Shaw, etc. regulated entities. Here’s the four point test
coming up. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:09:48 PM

BenKlass: 1. TV shows on offer (programs) 2. Use Internet (delivered by means)3.
Delivered to /the public/4. They transmit#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:10:41 PM

BenKlass: Panel discussion is gonna be fun #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:10:53 PM

BenKlass: If #CRTC recognizes broadcasting, it /must/ regulate (by law), using license
or exemption #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:11:39 PM

Wammy70: @benklass Don't suppose there's any online coverage of this? #newcomlaw
@FRPC_FRPC
5/22/2015 1:12:20 PM

BenKlass: Need to provide financial support for Canadian productions, thats what
#LetsTalkTV was all about, says J. Thomson of @CMPAUpdates #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:12:47 PM

BenKlass: Regulatory framework needs to be adaptable and flexible to various means of
distribution, ways of watching programming #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:13:23 PM

BenKlass: Shomi and Crave have to make financial contributions, look around, who
else? Not ISPs, thanks to 2010-2012 ISP reference #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:14:01 PM

BenKlass: Regulating shomi and crave is not a matter of if, but of when #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:14:35 PM

mediamorphis: Jay Thomson from CMPA reiterates call for ISPs to make financial
contribution to production of CDN TV programming #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:15:12 PM

BenKlass: up now, @mgeist to talk about broadcasting regulation #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:16:16 PM

BenKlass: /Can/ parliament assert jurisdiction? Of course, like all governments.
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:16:59 PM

BenKlass: Assertion different from enforcement, shomi crave examples are easy, but
what about netflix? outside jurisdiction, etc. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:17:39 PM

BenKlass: NFLX is outside canada, but targets canadians. @mgeist says parliament has
its ways. Bigger question: can #CRTC take control? #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 1:18:13 PM

mediamorphis: Can Parliament assert jurisdiction over internet, @mgeist asks
#newcomlaw but shld it? Harder Qs are can/shld #CRTC regulate internet?
5/22/2015 1:18:55 PM

strosow: .@mgeist @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw enforcement questions much tougher
than jurisdiction questions. Statutes didn't envision today's conditions.
5/22/2015 1:19:13 PM

BenKlass: political will isn’t there, but @mgeist is optimistic that, should there be in the
future, Internet regs can do a be done well #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:20:33 PM

BenKlass: .@mgeist: we need to ensure level playing field, constrain VI, lets ensure
Canadian success. Real danger are existing gatekeepers #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:21:14 PM

mediamorphis: Net neutrality + robust vertical integration rules are more important to
future of TV rather than issues of financing, @mgeist @ #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:21:56 PM

BenKlass: ITMPs, VI rules a step in right direction to making sure the latest and
greatest can' make it to market' #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:22:02 PM

BenKlass: Netflix isn’t a bank, says @mgeist , so we shouldn’t look to withdraw for
Cancon. Guess who is a bank now? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:22:45 PM

strosow: .@mgeist tells #newcomlaw: regulation should aim to create level playing
field. Vertical integration & net neutrality rules good examples
5/22/2015 1:23:38 PM

BenKlass: Potential for NFLX revenue in Canada is chump change, even if they got
100% subscriber share #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:24:33 PM

BenKlass: Don’t look for handouts, look for audiences, customers says @mgeist
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:25:30 PM

BenKlass: Netflix as centre of the Internet streaming world is a short sighted view, says
Liora Salter. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:27:13 PM

BenKlass: .@mgeist sees that as an opportunity, room to grow. Argues that quality of
productions will increase, if anything. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:27:51 PM

BenKlass: .@mgeist argues that programming production is a marketplace-“the
Internet” (marketplace) will sort out financing Agree/Disagree? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:29:00 PM

strosow: .@mgeist #newcomlaw avoid over-fixation on Netflix -- new players entering
market w/ lots of options and opportunities for content-creators.
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5/22/2015 1:29:43 PM

BenKlass: M-M1 tee hee #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:30:15 PM

mediamorphis: Vertical integration in Canada v high vs 5 yrs ago + relative to US
https://t.co/bDP6MYwiAV + https://t.co/sX2USCiBur #newcomlaw @FRPC_FRPC
5/22/2015 1:35:51 PM

BenKlass: Is piracy a right? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:36:54 PM

BenKlass: Tech reality leads to market reality leads to consumer sovereignty. Cant be
changed by restriction, licencing says @timothydenton #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:37:30 PM

BenKlass: What lessons can we learn from foreign jurisdictions, asks @tranquileye
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:38:32 PM

mediamorphis: . @timothydenton raises spectre of creating an architecture of ctrl for
internet if cont to pursue cultural policy aims of BA #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:38:43 PM

BenKlass: Don’t through out the baby with the bathwater by bending useful technology
to traditional Broadcasting objectives, argues @mgeist #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:41:39 PM

mediamorphis: Liora Salter tells it straight: put away your fears, no one's tell anybody
they can't watch anything #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:43:21 PM

BenKlass: .@gregorytaylor1 If we’re worried about foreign content invasion, why not
strengthen the public broadcaster? #workingelsewhere #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:44:04 PM

mediamorphis: . @gregorytaylor1 highlights that one way to deal ensure access to CDN
programming is ensure well-funded #CBC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:44:29 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: . @gregorytaylor1 highlights that one way to deal ensure
access to CDN programming is ensure well-funded #CBC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:44:50 PM

BenKlass: Not in the least opposed to state subsidy of culture of any kind, says
@timothydenton if they’re gonna make good TV with the $ #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:46:06 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: .@gregorytaylor1 If we’re worried about foreign content
invasion, why not strengthen the public broadcaster? #workingelsewher…
5/22/2015 1:46:18 PM

BenKlass: Prediction time! #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:47:40 PM

BenKlass: Will the environment be radically different in 5 years, asks @tranquileye
#newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 1:47:55 PM

BenKlass: @gregobr @timothydenton says good enough that he can sit through the
subtitles for Flemish, Swedish TV, etc #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:49:26 PM

BenKlass: Government’s view on TV is “aint broke, don’t fix it” says @mgeist, so no
major change. Just keep on protecting consumers #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:51:16 PM

Kathy_Dobson: RT @BenKlass: Don’t through out the baby with the bathwater by
bending useful technology to traditional Broadcasting objectives, argues @mg…
5/22/2015 1:51:27 PM

BenKlass: If TV industry doesn’t get with the program, they’ll be left behind by
consumers. #CRTC is doing a big favor to Can producers #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:51:55 PM

BenKlass: Liora Salter says lots of hype about Netflix. We’re in a magic moment, and it
too will pass. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:52:28 PM

BenKlass: Pry apart costs of software from costs of infrastructure, says @timothydenton
. Hoping to hear more of that at #CRTC BST, #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:53:56 PM

BenKlass: Broadcasting Act kind of like the energizer bunny, it keeps going and going
(but no longer relevant) #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:55:12 PM

BenKlass: Q&A:BC Act was supposed to transcend technological changes, be neutral to
tech. Was that realistic back in 91? Is BC Act neutral? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:57:06 PM

BenKlass: Policy objectives are at the heart of the act, says Jay Thomson, they’re valid
today and will be in the future #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 1:59:36 PM

stevenjmay: RT @mediamorphis: Net neutrality + robust vertical integration rules are
more important to future of TV rather than issues of financing, @m…
5/22/2015 2:00:15 PM

BenKlass: Netflix got its start just like zip.ca: Video-over-post office #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:00:25 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: If #CRTC recognizes broadcasting, it /must/ regulate (by
law), using license or exemption #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:01:46 PM

mediamorphis: NIce to see @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw so well attended; whose who in
CDN telecom-media-internet policy/regulation world
5/22/2015 2:02:04 PM

BenKlass: Internet universe unregulateable says @timothydenton , and in any case not
desirable in democratic society #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:03:09 PM
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BenKlass: Liora Salter: 95% of Internet is not about broadcasting. Disagreement on
that point, wrt Netflix and Youtube traffic %s #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:05:22 PM

BenKlass: Check out #CRTC CMR for info on how much time Canadians spend watching
video online, vs other uses #newcomlaw http://t.co/813bJcboRT
5/22/2015 2:07:53 PM

DJ_Pare: Delighted to be at @FRPC_FRPC. Great schedule of panels #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:08:41 PM

macjbby: @BenKlass Tell me define this? #newcomlaw #AccessibilityLens
http://t.co/5UDvCOk2LR
5/22/2015 2:10:02 PM

BenKlass: @mgeist : no one starts a business by asking, where do I get the money?
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:10:27 PM

BenKlass: .@PhilipBOPalmer : the BC Act is technologically neutral, #CRTC attempt to
regulate VOD-style services are overreaching #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:13:28 PM

macjbby: @BenKlass Thank for keeping up with Twitter about #newcomlaw Keeping eye
on #AccessibilityLens in it.
5/22/2015 2:14:57 PM

BenKlass: Fundamental basis for reg of Internet video lies in the Telecoms act, which
controls the carriers of VOD: @PhilipBOPalmer #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:16:44 PM

BenKlass: If we’re going on the Copyright Act view of broadcasting, then BDUs are not
broadcasters #newcomlaw #justsayin #VFS
5/22/2015 2:18:14 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: If we’re going on the Copyright Act view of broadcasting,
then BDUs are not broadcasters #newcomlaw #justsayin #VFS
5/22/2015 2:19:05 PM

BenKlass: Salter: we’re consumers and citizens. Let’s not forget the former when
deciding what kind of programming needs to be produced #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:22:36 PM

stevenjmay: @BenKlass @PhilipBOPalmer Use Broadcasting Act to regulate
broadcasting, Telecom Act to regulate telecom. Bonne idée! #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:22:45 PM

LRJia: Think Canadians as citizens, not as consumers. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:23:00 PM

BenKlass: @stevenjmay @PhilipBOPalmer See Handa et al. in para 34 of VFS decision.
http://t.co/XXUCGF3QzC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:24:53 PM

strosow: #newcomlaw Liora Salter makes the excellent point that we shouldn't just
characterize Canadians as consumers ... but also as citizens.
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5/22/2015 2:25:53 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @BenKlass: Check out #CRTC CMR for info on how much time
Canadians spend watching video online, vs other uses #newcomlaw http://t.co/813…
5/22/2015 2:37:07 PM

_CIMAmusic: Happy to be here at the @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw conference in
Ottawa! http://t.co/h6KI8ZoPJP
5/22/2015 2:42:23 PM

BenKlass: Next up: Socio-cultural objectives of comms legislation feat. @doppiodave
Kealy Wilkinson Larry Chartrand & Sheridan Scott #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:50:25 PM

BenKlass: .@doppiodave was on the far left, now delivering talk from the far right (far
left from audience perspective) #newcomlaw #hadtobethere
5/22/2015 2:54:19 PM

BenKlass: Broadcasting policy reform is long overdue, says @doppiodave #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:54:36 PM

mediamorphis: . @doppiodave tells @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw not useful to talk about
broadcasting on internet; sec 3 of Broadcasting Act is v. problematic.
5/22/2015 2:55:11 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: . @doppiodave tells @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw not useful
to talk about broadcasting on internet; sec 3 of Broadcasting Act is…
5/22/2015 2:56:00 PM

strosow: .@doppiodave @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw stressing problems w/ Broadcasting
Act sec 3 (objectives) --inadequate public interest mandate
5/22/2015 2:58:31 PM

BenKlass: What benefits do the public really receive from broadcasting objectives, asks
@doppiodave ? Measurement too focused on financials #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:58:34 PM

BenKlass: More evidence based policymaking needed, says @doppiodave #CRTC bband
measurement a good (but late) start #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 2:59:24 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: What benefits do the public really receive from broadcasting
objectives, asks @doppiodave ? Measurement too focused on financ…
5/22/2015 2:59:39 PM

bramabramson: At #newcomlaw, where @doppiodave doesn't like the legal term
"broadcasting". Maybe the EC's "audiovisual media services" ftw?
5/22/2015 3:01:29 PM

BenKlass: What about the Internet? Obsession with broadcasting obscures the real issue
— maximizing open connectivity for all Canadians #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:01:41 PM

BenKlass: RT @bramabramson: At #newcomlaw, where @doppiodave doesn't like the
legal term "broadcasting". Maybe the EC's "audiovisual media services" …
5/22/2015 3:01:49 PM
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mediamorphis: . @doppiodave tells #newcomlaw Carve out for broadcasting in
Telecoms Act (secs 4 & 28) from common carriage/net neutrality = a real problem
5/22/2015 3:02:15 PM

BenKlass: RT @mediamorphis: . @doppiodave tells #newcomlaw Carve out for
broadcasting in Telecoms Act (secs 4 & 28) from common carriage/net neutrali…
5/22/2015 3:02:30 PM

bramabramson: Disagree. Just different things: parallelizable. MT @BenKlass Obsession
with broadcasting obscures maximizing open connectivity #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:04:01 PM

BenKlass: Dramatic change in communications complexity underway : Sheridan Scott
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:04:45 PM

BenKlass: Time for baby boomers to stop squatting on policy authority: #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:05:10 PM

mediamorphis: Sheridan Scott tells #newcomlaw that times have past for socio-cult obj
of Broadcasting Act; changes coming will be profound
5/22/2015 3:05:44 PM

BenKlass: Broadcasting act looks like a laundry list representing interests of various
parties in “the system” : Sheridan Scott #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:06:31 PM

BenKlass: Let’s sit down with lawmakers and ask: what are the really, truly important
broadcasting objectives? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:06:57 PM

mediamorphis: Law + regulators out of step w/ today's cultural ethos & those who
have grown up w Internet. Pare back sec 3 laundry list #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:07:14 PM

BenKlass: Sheridan Scott: Role of public broadcaster. Suffering from a blindspot —
should be a central player in cultural policy #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:07:25 PM

DJ_Pare: Listening to speakers and can't help but wonder whether it's time to revisit
idea of merging BA & TA into one Act #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:07:59 PM

bramabramson: Much musing on Broadcasting Act's section 3. At one pole: long
laundry list. At other: vague commitment to a "public interest". #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:08:12 PM

BenKlass: We’re behind the pack on progressive broadcasting policy—time for a
sweeping review?-Sheridan Scott #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:08:42 PM

mediamorphis: Scott tells #newcomlaw must face up to reality that some content is
public goods+mrkt won't deliver, so time for free marketeers to face up
5/22/2015 3:08:42 PM

bramabramson: Nope. MT @DJ_Pare: Listening to speakers and can't help but wonder
whether time to revisit idea of merging BA & TA into one Act. #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 3:09:31 PM

BenKlass: Larry Chartrand up now, on Indigenous rights to the Electromagnetic
Spectrum #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:09:35 PM

mediamorphis: Chartrand tells #newcomlaw need to consider Aboriginal rights to
spectrum.
5/22/2015 3:10:11 PM

BenKlass: It’s the mass media—the combined effect of radio, tv, internet—that's the
new residential school: Larry Chartrand #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:11:21 PM

BenKlass: Canada’s obligation to respect the rights of peoples to linguistic and cultural
survival is not being upheld #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:12:19 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @BenKlass: It’s the mass media—the combined effect of radio, tv,
internet—that's the new residential school: Larry Chartrand #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:12:53 PM

stevenjmay: RT @mediamorphis: Chartrand tells #newcomlaw need to consider
Aboriginal rights to spectrum.
5/22/2015 3:15:18 PM

strosow: #newcomlaw Larry Chartrand speaking on Media /broadcast effects on survival
of indigenous culture
5/22/2015 3:16:07 PM

DJ_Pare: Larry Chartrand making the case for Aboriginal rights to Spectrum. An under
examined area of spectrum policy in CDA #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:16:12 PM

BenKlass: Canadian jurisprudence cited in NZ Waitanga Tribunal recognition of
Indigenous rights to radio spectrum resource #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:16:47 PM

mediamorphis: Aboriginal rights to spectrum has serious Constitutional basis,
Chartrand tells #newcomlaw, pointing to US, NZ, CDN legal precedent
5/22/2015 3:17:11 PM

strosow: RT @DJ_Pare: Larry Chartrand making the case for Aboriginal rights to
Spectrum. An under examined area of spectrum policy in CDA #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:17:12 PM

BenKlass: Control by the people who use and rely on the media services is what’s
needed to ensure cultural survival #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:17:30 PM

LRJia: Spectrum Resources help secure the survival of Aboriginal communities and
culture. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:17:49 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Control by the people who use and rely on the media services
is what’s needed to ensure cultural survival #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 3:18:29 PM

BenKlass: Next up: Kealy Wilkinson on public broadcasting in Canada #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:18:33 PM

BenKlass: Huge work being done to realize Indigenous control of communications by
FirstMile here in Canada http://t.co/XLMntCtSTU #newcomlaw @RobMcMn
5/22/2015 3:20:02 PM

bramabramson: Will Dr Chartrand's points on "aboriginal rights to spectrum resources"
be put to @CRTCeng's coming Native Radio policy review? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:20:23 PM

BenKlass: Wilkinson: following the footsteps of Spry, Plaunt, Fowler, & Juneau
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:20:42 PM

BenKlass: Private broadcasters know what they’re doing: pay bottom $ for content,
earn max $ for selling audiences to advertisers #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:22:24 PM

BenKlass: But that model is crumbling: Bell has foreshadowed the decline of OTA
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:23:08 PM

bramabramson: The sky is falling on Canadian broadcasting policy, and always has
been. #brazil #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:23:25 PM

BenKlass: Sunset on local stations has begun, and will continue as corporate parents
see less political and financial benefit sez Wilkinson #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:24:15 PM

BenKlass: University of access, diversity of content, distinctiveness are policy objectives
that need to stick around. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:25:21 PM

BenKlass: How are we doing on those measures as it stands? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:25:31 PM

strosow: #newcomlaw Kealy Wilkinson speaking to importance of strong public
broadcaster.
5/22/2015 3:25:48 PM

piratapuia: RT @bramabramson: Will Dr Chartrand's points on "aboriginal rights to
spectrum resources" be put to @CRTCeng's coming Native Radio policy r…
5/22/2015 3:25:50 PM

BenKlass: Sustain citizenship in civil societypromote lifelong learningstimulate creative
excellencerepresen Canadian diversity#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:26:38 PM

BenKlass: bring Canada to the world, and the world to Canada #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:27:01 PM

LRJia: Wilkinson: Public broadcasters: Independence, distinctiveness, universal access,
diversity #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 3:28:34 PM

BenKlass: Public broadcaster must be free to access for all (public appropriation for
funding) #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:29:58 PM

BenKlass: What if public “broadcasting" on the Internet was singled out for zero-rating
by law, policy, or regulation? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:30:57 PM

BenKlass: Sheridan Scott: is broadcasting policy the appropriate venues for solving
broad swath of social problems? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:32:46 PM

mediamorphis: Ever the sensitive one, Sheridan Scott says the sec 3 of Broadcasting
Act is not the place to solve all CDN society's prblms #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:34:02 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: What if public “broadcasting" on the Internet was singled
out for zero-rating by law, policy, or regulation? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:34:27 PM

BenKlass: .@doppiodave That’s no moon! #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:34:27 PM

stevenjmay: @BenKlass Care of @gregorytaylor1 and @catmiddleton's Canada
Broadband Portal... #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:36:08 PM

BenKlass: Aboriginal objectives in BC Act are just a bauble says Sheridan Scott, for
politicians to point to #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:39:09 PM

BenKlass: Preeeetty cool for me to be in a room where so many people can say, “well
actually, I was there when we wrote that…” etc #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:39:43 PM

BenKlass: It’s all about resources--over 100K Canadians working in LA, we need to give
them reasons to come home, says Wilkinson #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:44:11 PM

BenKlass: At one time, Canada was 2nd biggest global exporter of
programming—children’s programming ! French & English #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:45:13 PM

BenKlass: Need to use regulatory measures to become global exporter of cultural
products, build on domestic demand #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:45:50 PM

BenKlass: Lack of will, resources holding Canadian broadcasting production back
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:46:21 PM

BenKlass: Over 50% of public participants to #LetsTalkTV raised issue of public
broadcasting, ignored by regulator. #newcomlaw #whatgives
5/22/2015 3:49:12 PM
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BenKlass: The public does care about public broadcasting #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:49:40 PM

BenKlass: Indigenous radio is restricted from having ads, a restriction that prevents
competition to mainstream stations #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:51:55 PM

mediamorphis: Scott repeatedly rtns to ? of gutted resources for int'l news coverage.
This is indeed an issue that's unfolded for a decade+ #newcomlaw 1/2
5/22/2015 3:54:18 PM

mediamorphis: Canwest cut int'l news bureaus 9 to 2 early 2000s, Bell won't disclose
CTV int'l bureaus #s. CBC most w 14, if memory serves #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:56:00 PM

mediamorphis: Hi levels of vertical integration ring fences resources w/i "broadcast
system' to insiders benefit not publics @doppiodave tells #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 3:57:56 PM

mediamorphis: Key prblm is using broadcast system as giant $ & policy laundering
machine that can deliver public benefits. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 4:00:11 PM

mediamorphis: Emerging theme: public policy goals important, but must focus + trgt
energies vs cont w/ policy+$ laundering approach #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 4:01:15 PM

andyingy: RT @BenKlass: Indigenous radio is restricted from having ads, a restriction
that prevents competition to mainstream stations #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 4:20:50 PM

BenKlass: Back from lunch, speaking now is Anthony Manera, former president of the
CBC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:07:21 PM

BenKlass: The changes that are taking place now in broadcasting are revolutionary… but
this isn’t the first trip around the block #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:09:09 PM

BenKlass: Wherever you go, there you are. Seemingly drastic changes will sort
themselves out one way or the other. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:10:54 PM

DJ_Pare: Anthony Manera waxing poetic about when old broadcasting technologies were
new #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:12:02 PM

BenKlass: Why does parliament say it supports the CBC, when the budget says it
doesnt? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:16:37 PM

mediamorphis: Your lips say u still love me, but your eyes say otherwise. Ex CBC chief
on Parliament's attitude toward CBC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:16:58 PM

BenKlass: RT @mediamorphis: Your lips say u still love me, but your eyes say
otherwise. Ex CBC chief on Parliament's attitude toward CBC #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 5:17:21 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @mediamorphis: Sheridan Scott tells #newcomlaw that times have
past for socio-cult obj of Broadcasting Act; changes coming will be profo…
5/22/2015 5:17:58 PM

stevenjmay: RT @LRJia: Wilkinson: Public broadcasters: Independence, distinctiveness,
universal access, diversity #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:18:10 PM

LRJia: RT @mediamorphis: Your lips say u still love me, but your eyes say otherwise. Ex
CBC chief on Parliament's attitude toward CBC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:18:41 PM

macjbby: @DJ_Pare It still remind me about TIME April 1945 Bell's ads! #newcomlaw
http://t.co/ymPkDEIUQ7
5/22/2015 5:20:55 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @mediamorphis: Your lips say u still love me, but your eyes say otherwise.
Ex CBC chief on Parliament's attitude toward CBC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:22:55 PM

BenKlass: When you watch TV, you’re giving 30% of your time to advertisers—even on
the public broadcaster. Excessive. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:26:40 PM

BenKlass: The CBC isn’t there to sell soap, it’s there to inform, to enlighten, to entertain
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:27:24 PM

BenKlass: There isn’t any disagreement that the CBC is in dire financial straits. What to
do about it is a horse of a different color #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:33:48 PM

BenKlass: Manera sees a role for the CBC in helping new immigrants to Canada
integrate #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:36:19 PM

LRJia: Costly for CBC to cover a thinly-populated but diverse country. CBC is crucial in
helping immigrants adapt to the CND society. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:38:52 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Tony makers reminds us of #cbc role in providing new cdns
with cultural foundation
5/22/2015 5:39:14 PM

JerryChomyn: Listening to former CBC president Anthony Manera defend the need for a
public broadcaster #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:41:09 PM

DJ_Pare: "CBC Board members should serve for no remuneration" former CBC Prez
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:41:48 PM

macjbby: @BenKlass Have you noticed CTV GO app got 18 or more ads show up! But
CTV.ca got no ads in it at all! Why hog on my mobile data? #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 5:42:44 PM

BenKlass: 1 board member from each official language should be elected to CBC’s
board, suggests former CBC Prez #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:43:13 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Former CBC pres't Tony Makers suggests 2 CBC staff b
elected to CBC's board to reflect staff views
5/22/2015 5:44:20 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw #cbc board meetings should take place in public, says Tony
Manera
5/22/2015 5:45:53 PM

BenKlass: State broadcaster vs public broadcaster: how can we have the latter when
president of CBC appointed by cabinet? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:46:19 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @BenKlass: State broadcaster vs public broadcaster: how can we have the
latter when president of CBC appointed by cabinet? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:47:10 PM

BenKlass: Why no female chief officer at CBC? Why continue to exclude women, asks
Tony Manera, former CBC Prez #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:49:02 PM

LRJia: Tony Manera: No women have been appointed the president of CBC!
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:49:02 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: Your lips say u still love me, but your eyes say otherwise.
Ex CBC chief on Parliament's attitude toward CBC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:50:20 PM

strosow: RT @FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Former CBC pres't Tony Makers suggests 2
CBC staff b elected to CBC's board to reflect staff views
5/22/2015 5:50:25 PM

BenKlass: anyone know if CBC accountability research is done in house/arms
length/MTM? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:51:01 PM

DJ_Pare: Way, way, over time but GREAT talk by former CBC Prez #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:51:14 PM

catmiddleton: RT @BenKlass: Why no female chief officer at CBC? Why continue to
exclude women, asks Tony Manera, former CBC Prez #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:55:45 PM

mediamorphis: 487 ex parte meetings held with #crtc last yr(??); 85% involved
regulated companies #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:57:39 PM

PoliahuCDA: RT @mediamorphis: 487 ex parte meetings held with #crtc last yr(??);
85% involved regulated companies #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:57:51 PM

http://www.twitter.com/macjbby/status/601805405308788736
http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601805525878210560
http://www.twitter.com/FRPC_FRPC/status/601805807848726528
http://www.twitter.com/FRPC_FRPC/status/601806199009443841
http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601806309487419395
http://www.twitter.com/DJ_Pare/status/601806521001840640
http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601806992185896960
http://www.twitter.com/LRJia/status/601806990826991616
http://www.twitter.com/strosow/status/601807316963364864
http://www.twitter.com/strosow/status/601807341810421761
http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601807488959311872
http://www.twitter.com/DJ_Pare/status/601807547289341952
http://www.twitter.com/catmiddleton/status/601808682549157888
http://www.twitter.com/mediamorphis/status/601809159194025984
http://www.twitter.com/PoliahuCDA/status/601809208351285248


BenKlass: Lobby register for CRTC meetings includes no information about content of ex
parte meetings, other than “broadcast” or “telecom” #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:58:13 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: The CBC isn’t there to sell soap, it’s there to inform, to
enlighten, to entertain #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:59:14 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: When you watch TV, you’re giving 30% of your time to
advertisers—even on the public broadcaster. Excessive. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 5:59:31 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @mediamorphis: 487 ex parte meetings held with #crtc last yr(??); 85%
involved regulated companies #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:01:05 PM

mediamorphis: Following @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw? P/h u'll find @CMCRP1 research
on CDN telecom, media & internet industries of value. http://t.co/gdhiIr659O
5/22/2015 6:01:30 PM

Jaime_RadCan: L'ex-pdg de Radio-Canada, Tony Manera : sans volonté politique, R-C
va continuer son déclin. #polcan #JMRC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:03:01 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @mediamorphis: Following @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw? P/h u'll find
@CMCRP1 research on CDN telecom, media & internet industries of value. htt…
5/22/2015 6:03:46 PM

bramabramson: Administrative lawyers have long debated whether delegated bodies
should be more: courtlike, or sui generis. #Newcomlaw panel to address.
5/22/2015 6:04:38 PM

Jaime_RadCan: Manera: Le c.a. de R-C devrait refléter un large éventail de la société et
non les idées du parti au pouvoir. #polcan #JMRC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:07:17 PM

mediamorphis: Getting distinct sense from current speaker @ #newcomlaw that the
rabble may be having too much unwelcome & not v useful policy influence
5/22/2015 6:09:09 PM

LRJia: Ethics of using social media in CRTC public participation/consultation: more info
doesn’t offer a clearer pic of public opinion #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:09:30 PM

BenKlass: I prefer the painting on the right—the one on the left is boring #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:10:21 PM

LRJia: But real identity also doesn't guarantee quality of submission #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:14:07 PM

mediamorphis: Too many ppl, not nuff reason; cognitive bias & other evils overwhelm
rationale dec-making, sayeth last speaker @ #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:17:19 PM

mediamorphis: My exp is there's pretty tight knit group of folks w. deep knowledge that
tweet about #CRTC stuff. 2bwelcomed not maligned #newcomlaw

http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601809302945452032
http://www.twitter.com/stevenjmay/status/601809557401251840
http://www.twitter.com/stevenjmay/status/601809630004666369
http://www.twitter.com/DJ_Pare/status/601810023186976768
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http://www.twitter.com/Jaime_RadCan/status/601810509784952833
http://www.twitter.com/DJ_Pare/status/601810699963138048
http://www.twitter.com/bramabramson/status/601810919199535106
http://www.twitter.com/Jaime_RadCan/status/601811583925288960
http://www.twitter.com/mediamorphis/status/601812053888729088
http://www.twitter.com/LRJia/status/601812142262726656
http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601812358009356288
http://www.twitter.com/LRJia/status/601813304248504321
http://www.twitter.com/mediamorphis/status/601814110876073985


5/22/2015 6:18:52 PM

bramabramson: Answer, notes former @CRTCeng GC, has much to do with what is
being heard. No one-size-fits-all on appropriate procedure. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:23:42 PM

bramabramson: Many underestimate, I think, @CRTCeng staff's work to facilitate
opportunity for broader consultation mechanisms. Leading agency. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:27:13 PM

BenKlass: Lawford of @CanadaPIAC points out the positives of social media-influenced
wireless code in ways that might not have been noticed #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:34:24 PM

LRJia: social media enlarges the base of public participation and consultation but could
be a distraction during hearing session #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:34:45 PM

BenKlass: Commissioners shall not look at "their phones during their hearings”-
Lawford’s ask for reform at #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:35:07 PM

NBomb: RT @BenKlass: 1 board member from each official language should be elected
to CBC’s board, suggests former CBC Prez #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:36:03 PM

NBomb: RT @BenKlass: State broadcaster vs public broadcaster: how can we have the
latter when president of CBC appointed by cabinet? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:36:08 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @BenKlass: Commissioners shall not look at "their phones during their
hearings”-Lawford’s ask for reform at #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:37:16 PM

bramabramson: But unfair, says @CanadaPIAC's Lawford, for Commissioners to
consider tweets during hearing. (And, for that matter, op-eds &c.) #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:38:21 PM

BenKlass: Jeff Leiper, Ottawa city councillor, worked at CRTC on such projects as VI
framework and several OTT fact findings #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:38:38 PM

BenKlass: Main message: democracy ain’t easy,can lead to long chats in grocery aisles
but its rewards are a rich understanding of issues #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:39:58 PM

BenKlass: Social media is like a firehose, and policymakers who drink from it are better
off #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:42:49 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Jeff Leiper, Ottawa city councillor, worked at CRTC on such
projects as VI framework and several OTT fact findings #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:43:06 PM

bramabramson: Suspect it's more complicated, procedurally, than that -- per no-one-
size-fits-all talk, and as a wonkish @JLeiper now hinting. #newcomlaw

http://www.twitter.com/mediamorphis/status/601814499738390528
http://www.twitter.com/bramabramson/status/601815714899460096
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http://www.twitter.com/bramabramson/status/601819403521372162
http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601819472933052416
http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601819810595483648
http://www.twitter.com/BenKlass/status/601820528417071104
http://www.twitter.com/strosow/status/601820597111382018


5/22/2015 6:43:27 PM

BenKlass: The public’s interest in the public interest is just as important as industry
stakeholder’s interest. That’s an understatement #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:46:10 PM

BenKlass: Chipping away at CRTC’s judicial trappings can lead to better policymaking,
says @JLeiper #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:46:58 PM

mediamorphis: Stripping away some of legalistic trappings of #CRTC cld bring public
opinion to bear more effectively on its dec, @JLeiper tells #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:47:37 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Chipping away at CRTC’s judicial trappings can lead to better
policymaking, says @JLeiper #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:48:58 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: Stripping away some of legalistic trappings of #CRTC cld
bring public opinion to bear more effectively on its dec, @JLeip…
5/22/2015 6:49:08 PM

LRJia: Tacit: Diversity of skill sets matters more than diversity of place of origins when
making decisions. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 6:58:46 PM

bramabramson: Hearings as a "trial of Commissioners to see how much information
they can absorb before they decide". #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 7:16:25 PM

bramabramson: RT @LRJia: Tacit: Diversity of skill sets matters more than diversity of
place of origins when making decisions. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 7:16:38 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @bramabramson: Hearings as a "trial of Commissioners to see how
much information they can absorb before they decide". #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 7:18:33 PM

mediamorphis: Warning to #CRTC Commishners distracted by Twitter etc. during
hrngs, @JLeiper advices name & shame, like press and city hall #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 7:22:12 PM

CynthiaLynch: RT @mediamorphis: My exp is there's pretty tight knit group of folks w.
deep knowledge that tweet about #CRTC stuff. 2bwelcomed not maligne…
5/22/2015 7:23:48 PM

CynthiaLynch: RT @bramabramson: But unfair, says @CanadaPIAC's Lawford, for
Commissioners to consider tweets during hearing. (And, for that matter, op-ed…
5/22/2015 7:26:54 PM

bramabramson: Some support in room for causing @CRTCeng decisions to identify
panel members making decision, beyond concurrrers & dissenters. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 7:29:24 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @BenKlass: Why no female chief officer at CBC? Why continue to
exclude women, asks Tony Manera, former CBC Prez #newcomlaw
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http://www.twitter.com/CynthiaLynch/status/601830839081533440
http://www.twitter.com/CynthiaLynch/status/601831620853637120
http://www.twitter.com/bramabramson/status/601832250846547968


5/22/2015 7:30:43 PM

mediamorphis: Earlier guy worried about rabble undermining rational policy now
walking back his comments under questioning by @doppiodave @ #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 7:30:51 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @mediamorphis: Warning to #CRTC Commishners distracted by
Twitter etc. during hrngs, @JLeiper advices name & shame, like press and city …
5/22/2015 7:42:13 PM

srk_to: RT @mediamorphis: My exp is there's pretty tight knit group of folks w. deep
knowledge that tweet about #CRTC stuff. 2bwelcomed not maligne…
5/22/2015 7:51:42 PM

BenKlass: .@strosow now making very important point-Bernier’s prime directive is past
its prime-time to move on from market self regulation #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:03:57 PM

mediamorphis: . @strosow tells #newcomlaw that sec 7f of Telecom Act holds too
much sway; time to bring mrkt down to earth? Cabinet rvw also needs recons
5/22/2015 8:05:19 PM

BenKlass: .@strosow now making 2nd very important point: Cabinet review by fiat (or
tweet) is not standard we want thats why we have courts #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:05:19 PM

BenKlass: .@strosow look instead at section 8 of TC Act: forces gov’t of the day to look
ahead, plan coherent policy #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:06:36 PM

mediamorphis: . @strosow time to bring telecom + media w/i coherent + holistic info
policy framework. #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:07:18 PM

mediamorphis: . @strosow 4 pts: too much mrkt + cabinet discretionary power, not
enuff holistic thinking bout info policy + comm as human right #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:09:28 PM

BenKlass: .@strosow Broadband access needs to be understood as a right, and a
comprehensive policy dealing with the issue is long overdue #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:09:58 PM

BenKlass: Next up: @amneeson on challenges facing the CRTC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:10:21 PM

BenKlass: .@amneeson ’s 3 broad themes: no.1: business model and technological
change make silo’d approach to Bcast & telecom problematic #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:11:28 PM

DJ_Pare: Message here is clear: info/comm policy is social policy #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:13:10 PM

DJ_Pare: Will rgt to comm lead to better access & services on the ground as @strosow
suggests? A classic question regarding comm rgts #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:14:03 PM

BenKlass: Who should decide how to fulfil social goals? Telecom providers?
#newcomlaw

http://www.twitter.com/sabwilkinson/status/601832581462646785
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http://www.twitter.com/DJ_Pare/status/601843488242737154


5/22/2015 8:14:39 PM

mediamorphis: . @amneeson asks whether telcos shld be allowed to offer special rates
to, say, NFB to further cultural policy goals? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:15:15 PM

mediamorphis: . @amneeson Q re telcos & cultural policy raises issue of who decides
such matters, telcos or public policy? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:16:52 PM

BenKlass: .@amneeson predicts more court challenges to #CRTC decisions. Indication
that regulatory capture is on the wane, in my opinion #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:18:14 PM

mediamorphis: Telcos casting themselves as cultural policy guardians worries me. Kind
of rhetoric that furthers inside system horse trading #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:22:31 PM

sabwilkinson: Offering a view from the ground @JUmurungi of @CMGLaGuilde steps up
#newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:23:12 PM

sabwilkinson: 80% of Canadians identify local programming as important yet
@CRTCeng offering little support @JUmurungi of @CMGLaGuilde #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:25:35 PM

BenKlass: Am I crazy, or do I remember watching Hubert Lacroix appear before the
#CRTC at #letstalktv (or both)? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:29:36 PM

sabwilkinson: Who is accountable for the CBC? The role of the CBC increasingly
imperative with increasing # of choices @JUmurungi #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:30:11 PM

stevenjmay: RT @sabwilkinson: Who is accountable for the CBC? The role of the CBC
increasingly imperative with increasing # of choices @JUmurungi #newc…
5/22/2015 8:30:53 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: Am I crazy, or do I remember watching Hubert Lacroix
appear before the #CRTC at #letstalktv (or both)? #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:36:05 PM

AnjaKaradeglija: My story from today's #newcomlaw is up @thewirereport now (subs
only): http://t.co/LoySW7L3TE
5/22/2015 8:40:28 PM

klashton27: RT @AnjaKaradeglija: My story from today's #newcomlaw is up
@thewirereport now (subs only): http://t.co/LoySW7L3TE
5/22/2015 8:44:05 PM

derekabma: RT @AnjaKaradeglija: My story from today's #newcomlaw is up
@thewirereport now (subs only): http://t.co/LoySW7L3TE
5/22/2015 8:45:51 PM

bramabramson: As in Telecom Act's ¶28(1)(b)? MT @mediamorphis @amneeson asks if
telcos should be allowed to zero-rate NFB for cultural goals. #newcomlaw
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5/22/2015 8:50:56 PM

mediamorphis: Worrisome that rep from Canada's biggest non VI telco (Telus) 4-
square b/h status quo re. Telecom and Broadcasting Acts @ #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:51:19 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @AnjaKaradeglija: My story from today's #newcomlaw is up
@thewirereport now (subs only): http://t.co/LoySW7L3TE
5/22/2015 8:52:44 PM

mediamorphis: @bramabramson @amneeson My current thinking is s. 28 is
problematic in way it subordinates TA comcarrier valus (s36) to b'casting #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:54:18 PM

Nath_Blais: RT @Jaime_RadCan: L'ex-pdg de Radio-Canada, Tony Manera : sans
volonté politique, R-C va continuer son déclin. #polcan #JMRC #newcomlaw
5/22/2015 8:56:45 PM

Nath_Blais: RT @Jaime_RadCan: Manera: Le c.a. de R-C devrait refléter un large
éventail de la société et non les idées du parti au pouvoir. #polcan #JM…
5/22/2015 8:56:55 PM

Annie_Belanger: RT @strosow: #newcomlaw Kealy Wilkinson speaking to importance
of strong public broadcaster.
5/22/2015 10:51:21 PM

Annie_Belanger: RT @BenKlass: .@gregorytaylor1 If we’re worried about foreign
content invasion, why not strengthen the public broadcaster? #workingelsewher…
5/22/2015 10:53:59 PM

Annie_Belanger: RT @strosow: .@mgeist tells #newcomlaw: regulation should aim to
create level playing field. Vertical integration & net neutrality rules go…
5/22/2015 10:54:48 PM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwawwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:25:38 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:26:03 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwawwwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:26:18 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwwwwwwwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:26:33 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwwwwwwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
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5/23/2015 12:26:45 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwwwwwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:27:09 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwwwwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:27:31 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwwwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:27:44 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwwwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:27:58 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:28:18 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wwawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:28:32 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wawwwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:28:48 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wawwwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:29:19 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wawwww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:29:54 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
wawww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:30:12 AM

Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
waww #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:30:33 AM
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Carole27_CA:
#JoshDuggar#newcomlaw#hometovote#bruyereday#WhatWouldYouDoFor100dollars
waw #TheStoryOfLove https://t.co/kr5fu6g6GX
5/23/2015 12:30:57 AM

arcticyaks: RT @BenKlass: .@amneeson ’s 3 broad themes: no.1: business model and
technological change make silo’d approach to Bcast & telecom problemat…
5/23/2015 6:49:43 AM

BenKlass: Day 2 of @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw conference! First up, Christ Tacit,
lawyer, engineer and policy expert
5/23/2015 12:40:32 PM

BenKlass: Time for comprehensive study of telecoms, broadcasting, radiocomm acts to
modernize and bring the environment into 21st c #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:41:31 PM

BenKlass: Need to collect information , first requirement of good law and policy
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:41:55 PM

BenKlass: Laws need to speak to each other in the Internet age, provisions that prevent
that need to be investigated #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:42:21 PM

BenKlass: Harmonious communication legislation has to encompass both carriage and
content. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:42:40 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Chris Tacit: pare down acts' objectives
5/23/2015 12:43:49 PM

BenKlass: Broadcasting objectives are well intentioned, but a mess. Makes your head
spin #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:43:55 PM

BenKlass: We need to pare down broadcasting objectives & have a discussion about
what we want from policy goals #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:44:22 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw acknowledge futility of lic'g online services says Chris tacit
5/23/2015 12:45:01 PM

BenKlass: Multitude of creative online activities complements and enhances the
broadcasting system, harness energy rather than fight uphill #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:46:30 PM

BenKlass: Tacit notes that vertical integration needs to be a concern, needs to be
regulated. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:47:08 PM

BenKlass: Tacit: Media concentration very high in Canada. If left unchecked, can shake
the foundations of democratic society #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:47:29 PM

BenKlass: The CBC is a valuable cultural gem. Needs to be public debate about its role
in 21st century #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 12:47:56 PM

BenKlass: Should have a very clear mandate to nation building activites not undertaken
by private sector. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:48:12 PM

BenKlass: There should be a stable, long term arrangement for funding the CBC from
the government #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:48:33 PM

BenKlass: That’s broadcasting, here comes telecommunications. Fewer, more focused
objectives #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:48:50 PM

BenKlass: Primary focus should be promoting competition for communication services
for the benefit of consumers #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:49:14 PM

BenKlass: Basic telecom services to address market failure; Focus on retail competition
to ensure service affordability through market #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:50:00 PM

BenKlass: Increasing efficiency will create enormous economic advantage for Canada
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:50:22 PM

BenKlass: Social goals are too important to play second fiddle to markets: accessibility,
public safety, privacy never been more important #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:50:53 PM

BenKlass: Preventing nuisances (DNCL, CASL). This isn’t a closed list, but we need to
start a conversation #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:51:21 PM

BenKlass: Digital divide based on geography unacceptable. Existing efforts need
improvement, better coordination between agencies #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:51:57 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw If we only regulate when market fails, how do we measure
market "failure"? Many complain about wireless rates: is that 'failure'?
5/23/2015 12:51:59 PM

AcharyaBhanu: Enjoying morning address by Christian Tacit on Canada's
communication legislation: accessibility, public security, privacy #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:52:05 PM

BenKlass: Tacit to IC: don’t pass the buck to CRTC, provide stable funding program for
rural broadband #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:52:19 PM

BenKlass: Needs to be parity in regulation between Canadian carriers and other TSPs.
Recent amendment to T Act step in right direction? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:54:25 PM

BenKlass: Wholesale regulation must continue, need to focus on modern
telecommunications policies, not railway-era oversight and rules #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 12:54:51 PM

BenKlass: Cost-based wholesale rates, service standards, reasonable markups need to
form baseline of wholesale regime. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:55:24 PM

BenKlass: Net neutrality principles are crucial. Canada’s pretty good in this area, largely
thanks to #CRTC ITMP decision #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:55:47 PM

BenKlass: Tacit: enshrine net neutrality and intermediary role of ISPs in legislation
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:56:06 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Chris tacit: we need telecom legislat'n for 21st century; not
laws designed for 19th C railways
5/23/2015 12:56:09 PM

BenKlass: QC requirement for ISPs to block online gambling creates problems wrt net
neutrality, liability, compliance, and jurisdiction #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:57:04 PM

ouaibe_: RT @BenKlass: QC requirement for ISPs to block online gambling creates
problems wrt net neutrality, liability, compliance, and jurisdiction…
5/23/2015 12:57:18 PM

BenKlass: Get rid of red tape where it’s not necessary, says Tacit, like in basic
international services. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:57:51 PM

BenKlass: Promote interconnection arrangements when markets don’t work. TORIX
shows how interconnection can help costs, and quality #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:59:00 PM

BenKlass: Interconnection needs to be monitored, improved, but not necessarily
regulated #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:59:20 PM

BenKlass: Among least sexy but most important issues: depletion of IPv4 numbers.
Focus on PSTN rather than IP needs to change #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 12:59:55 PM

BenKlass: Focus on notice and notice under copyright regime #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:00:58 PM

BenKlass: Tacit calls for repeal of the Policy Direction #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:02:27 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Chris Tacit Noyes critical but hidden issue of IP numbering -
#crtc has auth'y to act but is not - so far
5/23/2015 1:02:30 PM

BenKlass: Policies must be evidence based, most important aspect is good data
collection, market analyses to understand market conditions #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:02:54 PM

BenKlass: AMPs should be used to discourage spurious (hopefully industry-only)
complaints; backstop for arbitration/mediation #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 1:03:40 PM

BenKlass: Let’s integrate the consumer codes, lest they proliferate and create confusion
and contradictions #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:04:26 PM

BenKlass: Don’t have the solutions to these problems, but won’t make headway without
starting a discussion. There’s urgency here. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:05:05 PM

BenKlass: Discourse needs to include academics, industry, users, govt. Periodic reviews
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:05:34 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @BenKlass: We need to pare down broadcasting objectives & have a
discussion about what we want from policy goals #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:08:15 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @BenKlass: Social goals are too important to play second fiddle to
markets: accessibility, public safety, privacy never been more import…
5/23/2015 1:09:18 PM

JerryChomyn: Day 2 of #newcomlaw. We should start by defining goals of new
communication laws. Are goals consistent with Canadian values?
5/23/2015 1:10:05 PM

CourtneyWilso17: RT @BenKlass: It’s the mass media—the combined effect of radio,
tv, internet—that's the new residential school: Larry Chartrand #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:11:20 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: Tacit notes that vertical integration needs to be a concern,
needs to be regulated. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:17:30 PM

JerryChomyn: Ironic we are discussing communication law yet no translation services
provided #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:18:03 PM

stevenjmay: Was efficiency defined? MT @BenKlass Increasing efficiency will create
enormous economic advantage for Canada - Chris Tacit #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:18:58 PM

strosow: CUPE's Nathalie Blais at #newcomlaw day 2 on procedural fairness in CRTC
Broadcast proceedings. More precise reasons for decisions needed.
5/23/2015 1:19:33 PM

stevenjmay: MT @BenKlass The CBC is a valuable cultural gem. Needs to be public
debate about its role in 21st century - Chris Tacit #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:19:57 PM

sabwilkinson: Nathalie Blais, CUPE activist, imperative for @CRTCeng to provide more
precise reasoning for their decisions #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:20:21 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: Nathalie Blais, CUPE activist, imperative for @CRTCeng to
provide more precise reasoning for their decisions #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 1:20:39 PM

AcharyaBhanu: What are the procedural fairness issues in broadcasting proceedings?
It's more complex for me coz the presentation is in French #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:21:19 PM

stevenjmay: Pare down or expand up? MT @BenKlass We need to pare down
broadcasting objectives & have a discussion about what we want - Tacit #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:23:48 PM

stevenjmay: +1 MT @BenKlass Multitude of online activities complements/enhances
broadcasting system, harness energy rather than fight - Tacit #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:25:32 PM

stevenjmay: MT @BenKlass Digital divide based on geography unacceptable. Efforts
need improvement,better coordination between agencies- Tacit #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:27:19 PM

mediamorphis: We are doubting the data, we are doubting some of the #crtc's results.
Natalie Blais from CUPE tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:29:30 PM

mediamorphis: . @cippic @tamir_i now talking @ #newcomlaw.
5/23/2015 1:30:47 PM

sabwilkinson: One of the great features of the digital sphere is that it comes with a
very robust place to debate @tamir_i #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:32:55 PM

strosow: .@tamir_i @cippic counsel speaking to #newcomlaw on procedural fairness at
CRTC - agency does well but room for improvement
5/23/2015 1:33:42 PM

mediamorphis: Telecoms basic to modern life so no surprise that knowledge ppl are
becoming increasingly involved in #crtc process, @tamir_i to #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:34:29 PM

sabwilkinson: Allowing a broader range of engagement in @CRTCHearings enables
speakers with range of expertise #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:35:29 PM

mediamorphis: Views from twitterverse are to be welcome not discouraged despite
highly technical nature of #crtc proc. @tamir_i to #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:36:59 PM

strosow: .@tamir_i @cippic telecom issues at CRTC often technically complex, but
reasons often need to be easier to follow #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:39:37 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: Views from twitterverse are to be welcome not
discouraged despite highly technical nature of #crtc proc. @tamir_i to #new…
5/23/2015 1:39:51 PM

sabwilkinson: Regulatory and legal framework of @CRTCeng inherently complex,
challenging for Cdns to understand #newcomlaw @tamir_i
5/23/2015 1:40:18 PM
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mediamorphis: #crtc far less thorough & helpful than FCC in presenting data &
reasoning behind decisions. @tamir_i tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:40:40 PM

strosow: .@tamir_i #newcomlaw CRTC timelines could be less rigid / more flexible
5/23/2015 1:44:48 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: Regulatory and legal framework of @CRTCeng inherently
complex, challenging for Cdns to understand #newcomlaw @tamir_i
5/23/2015 1:45:08 PM

JerryChomyn: #newcomlaw should we be asking what we need to regulate and why? Is
media in the 21st century too complex to regulate? Is CRTC equipped?
5/23/2015 1:48:50 PM

mediamorphis: . @BarryKiefl now up @ #newcomlaw. Picks up on methodological
shortcomings of #crtc data. #newcomlaw.
5/23/2015 1:49:07 PM

mediamorphis: Data relied upon by #crtc in making decisions often not avail to public
@BarryKiefl tells #newcomlaw. I agree data qual+avail serious problm
5/23/2015 1:51:35 PM

mediamorphis: . @BarryKiefl tells #newcomlaw decline of trad TV viewing may b
greatly exaggerated
5/23/2015 1:52:59 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: Data relied upon by #crtc in making decisions often not
avail to public @BarryKiefl tells #newcomlaw. I agree data qual+a…
5/23/2015 1:53:22 PM

mediamorphis: . #crtc dependence on Numeris data problematic b/c precluded from
sharing w public, media @BarryKiefl tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:55:40 PM

amberkanwar: RT @mediamorphis: Data relied upon by #crtc in making decisions often
not avail to public @BarryKiefl tells #newcomlaw. I agree data qual+a…
5/23/2015 1:56:38 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @BarryKiefl says over 50% of total viewing takes place out
of primetime, questions @CRTCeng's emphasis on primetime viewing
5/23/2015 1:57:03 PM

mediamorphis: . @BarryKiefl ends w call for open access to data #crtc relies on in
decision making. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:57:21 PM

strosow: .@BarryKiefl open access to ratings/viewing is needed as Numeris data is very
expensive #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:57:25 PM

JerryChomyn: @BarryKiefl questions why audience viewing data is so secretive in
Canada #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 1:59:07 PM

mediamorphis: . @BenKlass now up @ #newcomlaw. Reminiscences on steep learning
curve to b able to know & participate in reg proc. #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 1:59:45 PM

sabwilkinson: Members of the public are at a significant disadvantage when it comes to
engaging in decision making processes @BenKlass #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:00:07 PM

sabwilkinson: In light of this disparity, it's up to the @CRTCeng to get it right
@BenKlass at #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:00:49 PM

strosow: .@BenKlass now speaking at #newcomlaw Public still at significant
disadvantage in being involved in CRTC proceedings compared to industry
5/23/2015 2:00:56 PM

mediamorphis: W/o listening to ordinary citizens wld still have locked devices, no
wireless code, abusive usage based billing @BenKlass tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:02:25 PM

mediamorphis: RT @sabwilkinson: Members of the public are at a significant
disadvantage when it comes to engaging in decision making processes @BenKlass …
5/23/2015 2:02:37 PM

sabwilkinson: 5 areas of improvement in @CRTCeng's process @BenKlass at
#newcomlaw: 1 - @CRTCeng's online presence
5/23/2015 2:02:38 PM

stevenjmay: RT @mediamorphis: . @BarryKiefl tells #newcomlaw decline of trad TV
viewing may b greatly exaggerated
5/23/2015 2:02:39 PM

stevenjmay: RT @strosow: .@BenKlass now speaking at #newcomlaw Public still at
significant disadvantage in being involved in CRTC proceedings compared …
5/23/2015 2:03:58 PM

sabwilkinson: Important to recognize that digital platforms are ways in which citizens
understand and engage with @CRTCeng says @BenKlass at #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:04:08 PM

stevenjmay: RT @mediamorphis: W/o listening to ordinary citizens wld still have locked
devices, no wireless code, abusive usage based billing @BenKlass…
5/23/2015 2:04:29 PM

strosow: .@BenKlass now suggesting some targeted improvements for CRTC at
#newcomlaw Website is crucial gateway element in enabling participation
5/23/2015 2:05:15 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: Important to recognize that digital platforms are ways in
which citizens understand and engage with @CRTCeng says @BenKla…
5/23/2015 2:05:30 PM

sabwilkinson: Information remains buried and inaccessible on @CRTCeng website
@BenKlass at #newcomlaw, looking for better indexing on site
5/23/2015 2:07:39 PM

strosow: .@BenKlass pointing to improvements at website. But improvements needed .
Pre-1995 decisions still not indexed. #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 2:07:57 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: Information remains buried and inaccessible on @CRTCeng
website @BenKlass at #newcomlaw, looking for better indexing on s…
5/23/2015 2:08:10 PM

sabwilkinson: 2- Procedural complexity at @CRTCeng very challenging for the working
Canadian, too much hoop jumping & maze running @BenKlass #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:09:05 PM

mediamorphis: Procedural complexity is a real problem deterring public participation.
Confidential info also too restrictive @BenKlass tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:09:52 PM

mediamorphis: And now up for criticism, the excessive use of thw ### @BenKlass to
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:11:02 PM

strosow: .@BenKlass CRTC Over-allowance of confidential info and too much redaction
needs to be controlled for better public access #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:11:03 PM

gregorytaylor1: Constructive insight on improving @CRTCeng process by @BenKlass
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:11:30 PM

JerryChomyn: Calls for more transparency @CRTCeng. Procedural complexity creates
barriers to participation #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:12:25 PM

sabwilkinson: Participation with @CRTCeng is costly and time cosuming, process for
claiming costs needs to be clear and concise @BenKlass at #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:12:36 PM

mediamorphis: #crtc is a shining ex relative to other admin tribunals & us to b
commended @BenKlass concludes @ #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:13:54 PM

WagleyJWagley: RT @strosow: .@BenKlass CRTC Over-allowance of confidential info
and too much redaction needs to be controlled for better public access #n…
5/23/2015 2:14:34 PM

strosow: .@BenKlass sets out very positive suggestions for improvements at CRTC
#newcomlaw Looking forward to reading a more detailed paper from Ben.
5/23/2015 2:14:53 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @catmiddleton critical of @CRTCeng's rules....and
corresponding guidelines to the rules.
5/23/2015 2:15:55 PM

mediamorphis: . @catmiddleton now up @ #newcomlaw. Procedures @ #crtc do not do
enuff to encourage public part, timelines are punishing. I agree fully
5/23/2015 2:16:20 PM

mediamorphis: RT @strosow: .@BenKlass sets out very positive suggestions for
improvements at CRTC #newcomlaw Looking forward to reading a more detailed p…
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5/23/2015 2:18:59 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw vast diversity of stakeholders, imperative @CRTCeng
makes all forms of engagement accessible & available @catmiddleton
5/23/2015 2:19:23 PM

strosow: .@catmiddleton now speaking at #newcomlaw on over-complexity of CRTC
procedural rules pointing to broad diversity/expertise of stakeholders.
5/23/2015 2:20:21 PM

strosow: RT @gregorytaylor1: Constructive insight on improving @CRTCeng process by
@BenKlass #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:20:29 PM

BenKlass: Information flowing to CRTC coming from Industry 6:1 ratio to public interest
groups: @catmiddleton #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:20:45 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: . @catmiddleton now up @ #newcomlaw. Procedures @
#crtc do not do enuff to encourage public part, timelines are punishing…
5/23/2015 2:20:46 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Information flowing to CRTC coming from Industry 6:1 ratio to
public interest groups: @catmiddleton #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:21:35 PM

BenKlass: INterventions, responses, responses to responses, and that’s if you don’t
want to seek disclosure of # # #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:21:39 PM

mediamorphis: For every 100 pages of docs submitted by incumbents to #crtc talktv
hrng, 6 from public @catmiddleton tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:21:46 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: Information flowing to CRTC coming from Industry 6:1
ratio to public interest groups: @catmiddleton #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:21:52 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw punishing timelines at @CRTCeng, @catmiddleton says
deadlines come too fast and furious for working Canadians engaged in process
5/23/2015 2:21:55 PM

mediamorphis: It doesn't need to b this complex @catmiddleton finishes @
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:23:52 PM

Ali_Christopher: RT @mediamorphis: For every 100 pages of docs submitted by
incumbents to #crtc talktv hrng, 6 from public @catmiddleton tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:25:53 PM

strosow: Important discussion about public engagement w/CRTC at #newcomlaw panel
this morning. Looking forward to papers & CPAC broadcast of panels.
5/23/2015 2:28:34 PM

chelcpollard: Day 2 at the communications legislation conference. Looking forward to
the discussions to come! @uocommonlaw #newcomlaw #crtc
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5/23/2015 2:30:28 PM

mediamorphis: Good Q from floor about Govt ministers chirping/tweeting during #crtc
proceedings. Undermines quality & fairness of #crtc process #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:32:38 PM

Herbert_Pimlott: RT @mediamorphis: Good Q from floor about Govt ministers
chirping/tweeting during #crtc proceedings. Undermines quality & fairness of #crtc…
5/23/2015 2:32:53 PM

Peter_H_Martyn: RT @mediamorphis: For every 100 pages of docs submitted by
incumbents to #crtc talktv hrng, 6 from public @catmiddleton tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:41:10 PM

AndrewR_Physics: RT @mediamorphis: Good Q from floor about Govt ministers
chirping/tweeting during #crtc proceedings. Undermines quality & fairness of #crtc…
5/23/2015 2:47:39 PM

bramabramson: Hey @CanLII. MT @strosow @BenKlass pointing to improvements at
website. But pre-1995 decisions still not indexed. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:50:41 PM

bramabramson: RT @BenKlass: Tacit to IC: don’t pass the buck to CRTC, provide
stable funding program for rural broadband #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:53:01 PM

catmiddleton: Rajabiun/Middleton paper on public interest in wholesale wireless
proceeding. http://t.co/Tw6m7bbLJm #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:53:16 PM

DJ_Pare: Saturday morning Dad stuff done. On my way back to #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:54:03 PM

bramabramson: The coming debate. MT @BenKlass QC requirement for ISPs to block
gambling: net neutrality, liability, compliance, jurisdiction. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:54:51 PM

BenKlass: RT @catmiddleton: Rajabiun/Middleton paper on public interest in wholesale
wireless proceeding. http://t.co/Tw6m7bbLJm #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:55:18 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Next up, panel on the future of work and working. Can gov
legislate employment?
5/23/2015 2:55:33 PM

LRJia: RT @catmiddleton: Rajabiun/Middleton paper on public interest in wholesale
wireless proceeding. http://t.co/Tw6m7bbLJm #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:58:19 PM

catmiddleton: Ofcom consultation guide http://t.co/7jUg4ZH23S ACMA approach:
http://t.co/uomQ8zHdTr #newcomlaw Does it have to be so complex in Canada?
5/23/2015 2:58:42 PM

meluka01: RT @catmiddleton: Ofcom consultation guide http://t.co/7jUg4ZH23S ACMA
approach: http://t.co/uomQ8zHdTr #newcomlaw Does it have to be so co…
5/23/2015 2:59:00 PM
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strosow: RT @catmiddleton: Rajabiun/Middleton paper on public interest in wholesale
wireless proceeding. http://t.co/Tw6m7bbLJm #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 2:59:13 PM

mediamorphis: Next up @ #newcomlaw: work in the comm & media industries. Arthur
Cordell has been leading analyst in this area since 80s when @ DOC.
5/23/2015 2:59:23 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: Next up @ #newcomlaw: work in the comm & media
industries. Arthur Cordell has been leading analyst in this area since 80s…
5/23/2015 2:59:35 PM

sabwilkinson: Arthur Cordell at #newcomlaw, slow growth economics doesn't look so
bright for employment
5/23/2015 3:00:47 PM

BenKlass: General state of slow economic growth—prospects for employment in ICT
sector don’t look good #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:00:47 PM

BenKlass: ICTs are a disruptive technology — create winners in some sectors, losers in
others, e.g. Kodak. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:01:25 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Arthur Cordell, changes to tech = changes to work
5/23/2015 3:01:34 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: ICTs are a disruptive technology — create winners in some
sectors, losers in others, e.g. Kodak. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:01:39 PM

BenKlass: At one time, 3,000 people were making film for Kodak. Today, ~300.
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:01:44 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Arthur Cordell says US data more readily available (agreed)
5/23/2015 3:02:21 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @catmiddleton: Ofcom consultation guide http://t.co/7jUg4ZH23S ACMA
approach: http://t.co/uomQ8zHdTr #newcomlaw Does it have to be so co…
5/23/2015 3:02:21 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @catmiddleton: Rajabiun/Middleton paper on public interest in wholesale
wireless proceeding. http://t.co/Tw6m7bbLJm #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:02:32 PM

mediamorphis: Cordell tells #newcomlaw: work prospects in telecom + media poor;
productivity growth w/o job growth, even decline
5/23/2015 3:03:01 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: Cordell tells #newcomlaw: work prospects in telecom +
media poor; productivity growth w/o job growth, even decline
5/23/2015 3:03:30 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw fewer workers needed with more efficient tech (i.e. fibre) -
Arthur Cordell
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5/23/2015 3:03:30 PM

AcharyaBhanu: ICT is labour saving, capital saving and energy saving, says Dr. Arther
Cordell #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:04:14 PM

BenKlass: Moving into era of the micro-temp worker. Uberization, workers must slice
day up to an hour here & there #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:04:39 PM

sabwilkinson: Moving into an era of the temp worker, "the uberization of the
workforce", workers slice and dice their work throughout the day #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:04:40 PM

macjbby: @BenKlass News! Apple wants local stations to stream on Apple TV
http://t.co/s8uC8LYvu7 #newcomlaw What do you think!
5/23/2015 3:04:45 PM

BenKlass: Quality of jobs declining since 1980’s, ratcheting down after each recession
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:04:53 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @BenKlass: Quality of jobs declining since 1980’s, ratcheting down
after each recession #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:05:09 PM

mediamorphis: Era of the microtemp worker, the uberization of work. This is not good
news Cordell tells #newcomlaw.
5/23/2015 3:05:16 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw we are seeing the 'just-in-time' workers, labourers can be
called in (and let go) as needed - Cordell
5/23/2015 3:05:58 PM

BenKlass: Calling up workers on a moments notice using devices—including by
employers—creating new, precarious branch of labour force #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:06:05 PM

mediamorphis: From just in time prod to just in time workers. Precarity new way of life.
Devices for beckoning workers here & there. Cordell to #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:07:25 PM

BenKlass: RT @mediamorphis: From just in time prod to just in time workers. Precarity
new way of life. Devices for beckoning workers here & there. Co…
5/23/2015 3:07:53 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Employees have little bargaining power as companies bulk
up through online platforms
5/23/2015 3:08:22 PM

BenKlass: In the past, staff was hired to meet peak loads. Increasingly, skeleton crew
kept on and workers-on-demand called in at peak #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:08:23 PM

mediamorphis: The digitisation of the reserve army of labour is upon us, Cordell to
#newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 3:08:49 PM

BenKlass: "Hourly nerds” hires MBAs for (discreet/discrete?) jobs #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:08:54 PM

BenKlass: Think higher education will save your job? "Hourly nerds” hires MBAs for
(discreet/discrete?) jobs #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:09:10 PM

strosow: Arthur Cordell speaking to #newcomlaw about Uberization of
workforce/increase in part-time/just-in-time workers rise in precarious labour
5/23/2015 3:09:19 PM

BenKlass: Tech is leading to less employment in telecom, but also broader implications
for the workforce. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:09:46 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @howardalaw says cuts to big firms, i.e. Rogers, results in
cuts to local television and major job losses
5/23/2015 3:12:06 PM

BenKlass: Tech change driving job loss in broadcasting for many years, says Howard
Law of Unifor at #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:12:44 PM

strosow: Howard Law from UNIFOR speaking to crises of employment in TV production
and programming at #newcomlaw layoffs of staff at OMNI& Rogers
5/23/2015 3:12:48 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw points to tech change as a factor of job loss as well as
centralization @howardalaw
5/23/2015 3:12:54 PM

BenKlass: Successive Liberal and CPC govt’s have cut CBC budget by 40%, massive
effect on public sector jobs in bcasting #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:13:55 PM

macjbby: @catmiddleton I do not support Ofcom at all! Lack of Accessibility Lens in it
and no There is no Accessibility Office (AO) too. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:13:57 PM

mediamorphis: Job cuts across the broadcasting landscape having devastating effect on
work & workers #Unifor tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:15:00 PM

BenKlass: Jobs in broadcasting won’t be legislated, but through #CRTC important
contributions can be made supporting programming employ’t #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:15:37 PM

sabwilkinson: Polling indicates Canadian content still important to Canadians though
major cuts to CBC #newcomlaw @howardalaw
5/23/2015 3:15:38 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @howardalaw says solution is regulation, budget dollars to
CBC, regulate media companies
5/23/2015 3:17:30 PM
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BenKlass: The solution is not rocket science, it’s regulation. Tax credits from gov’t or
#CRTC taking $ out of BDU & moving to programmers #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:18:06 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @howardalaw says time is now for contenders to state
whether local programming will be let wither or flourish.
5/23/2015 3:20:36 PM

BenKlass: Vertical integration must be taken into account wrt contributions from BDU -
>CPE (Don’t take $ out of one pocket to put in other) #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:21:08 PM

strosow: Howard Law tells #newcomlaw of massive cuts to #CBC and local news
programming. Better funding needed &also regulatory solution from CRTC.
5/23/2015 3:21:32 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: Job cuts across the broadcasting landscape having
devastating effect on work & workers #Unifor tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:21:58 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Jobs in broadcasting won’t be legislated, but through #CRTC
important contributions can be made supporting programming employ…
5/23/2015 3:22:05 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @howardalaw says solution is regulation,
budget dollars to CBC, regulate media companies
5/23/2015 3:22:14 PM

chelcpollard: Where do Canada's parties stand on funding for local programming &
creation of jobs? #newcomlaw #CBC @liberal_party @NDP_HQ @CanadianGreens
5/23/2015 3:22:47 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: The solution is not rocket science, it’s regulation. Tax credits
from gov’t or #CRTC taking $ out of BDU & moving to programm…
5/23/2015 3:23:17 PM

mediamorphis: Solution 2 crisis of work in bcasting must move resources from BDU
side 2 bcast side, Law tells #newcomlaw. Disagree. Must end this old way
5/23/2015 3:23:17 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: Solution 2 crisis of work in bcasting must move resources
from BDU side 2 bcast side, Law tells #newcomlaw. Disagree. Mu…
5/23/2015 3:23:33 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Danielle Lamy, comm labour is transforming, how they
operate, how they organize
5/23/2015 3:23:48 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Lamy says with major cuts to public broadcasters, comes
direct implications to workers (radio Canada as ex)
5/23/2015 3:25:16 PM

JerryChomyn: Should Parliament encourage employment in the content and carriage
sector, or rely on the market to allocate jobs efficiently? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:25:34 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Lamy identifies the particular struggles of women in shift to
precarious work
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5/23/2015 3:25:58 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Lamy says with major cuts to public
broadcasters, comes direct implications to workers (radio Canada as ex)
5/23/2015 3:28:29 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Lamy identifies the particular struggles of
women in shift to precarious work
5/23/2015 3:28:35 PM

AcharyaBhanu: Trying to improve my French by listening to Danielle Lamy's
presentation. Let's hope, I would know something. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:28:51 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Yes. Lamy says, we need change now. We need to find a
balance of high quality content and secure work.
5/23/2015 3:32:14 PM

KarenLinWard5: Job cuts across Canadian media landscape have a devastating effect
on our workers and economy. @UniforTheUnion #newcomlaw #cdnpoli
5/23/2015 3:32:32 PM

mediamorphis: RT @catmiddleton: Rajabiun/Middleton paper on public interest in
wholesale wireless proceeding. http://t.co/Tw6m7bbLJm #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:32:59 PM

BenKlass: Up now, Sean Fitzpatrick. Dealing with the fallout of cuts at the CBC as a
labour lawyer. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:33:23 PM

BenKlass: Fitzpatrick will be analysing broadcasting act’s provisions on employment
opportunities, with lawyer’s keen eye. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:33:54 PM

BenKlass: Legislative provisions on broadcasting employment opportunities have been
ignored by the #CRTC, says Fitzpatrick #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:34:45 PM

catmiddleton: Correction. Paper on public interest is on wireLINE not wireless
consultation, my error in previous tweet. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:35:05 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @BenKlass: Fitzpatrick will be analysing broadcasting act’s provisions
on employment opportunities, with lawyer’s keen eye. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:35:11 PM

BenKlass: Talking about BC act §3(1)(d)(iii) here & reflecting back on @ctacit
comments this morning. Head spinning. #newcomlaw http://t.co/VLyN73tQyh
5/23/2015 3:36:16 PM

BenKlass: Does the language in the act construe requirement to consider by #CRTC?
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:36:59 PM

BenKlass: “Fair to say it’s not the /strongest/ language possible” implication being that
provision may have been written by John Kerry #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 3:37:35 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw employment provisions in broadcasting act a bit weak, use
of word 'should' perhaps problematic says Sean Fitzpatrick
5/23/2015 3:38:23 PM

BenKlass: terms should vs. shall in comms law have very different meanings and
implications, have to be v. careful when reading law #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:38:55 PM

BenKlass: Precision is important. Glad telecom act is relatively lay-person friendly.
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:39:18 PM

strosow: Sean FitzPatrick (Cavaluzzo law firm) tells #newcomlaw B'Casting Act policy
objective (sec. 3) speaks to employment opportunities.
5/23/2015 3:39:25 PM

mediamorphis: Broadcasting Act is clear that creating employment opportunities is a
goal, Fitzpatrick tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:39:44 PM

BenKlass: What we’re talking about here (plain english) is whether the #CRTC should
be req’d to consider employment in decisionmaking #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:40:36 PM

BenKlass: Expect pushback from industry, warns Fitzpatrick. Efficiency! Innovation!
Scientific & Technological Change! #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:41:18 PM

BenKlass: Political consensus in Western countries that gov’ts shouldn’t be actively
promoting employment opportunities? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:41:54 PM

BenKlass: Lack of political will to take necessary steps to make it happen #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:42:04 PM

BenKlass: Fitzpatrick making v. important point: An object at rest stays at rest. Apply
pressure or remain stuck in place. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:42:33 PM

unifor723m: RT @mediamorphis: Job cuts across the broadcasting landscape having
devastating effect on work & workers #Unifor tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:43:22 PM

BenKlass: Requiring cancon, funding CBC have implications for employment, have
political shine to go around #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:43:26 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Expect pushback from industry, warns Fitzpatrick. Efficiency!
Innovation! Scientific & Technological Change! #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:43:58 PM

unifor723m: RT @BenKlass: Legislative provisions on broadcasting employment
opportunities have been ignored by the #CRTC, says Fitzpatrick #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:44:25 PM
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sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Fitzpatrick closes suggesting attention on labour be focused
on content side
5/23/2015 3:44:25 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Fitzpatrick closes suggesting attention on
labour be focused on content side
5/23/2015 3:44:53 PM

unifor723m: RT @chelcpollard: Where do Canada's parties stand on funding for local
programming & creation of jobs? #newcomlaw #CBC @liberal_party @NDP_…
5/23/2015 3:44:58 PM

BenKlass: Now asking for comments on whether “new regulatory tool kit” can address
changes affecting employment #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:49:32 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw question period, Cordell suggests tech changes faster than
gov can catch up
5/23/2015 3:49:47 PM

BenKlass: When tweets of Glebe Fire are disseminated instantly, wide reach, what room
for local news? that is tech + social change. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:51:02 PM

BenKlass: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw question period, Cordell suggests tech
changes faster than gov can catch up
5/23/2015 3:54:02 PM

BenKlass: .@howardalaw reminds that #LetsTalkTV was spurred by Cabinet directive,
which ordered #CRTC to protect jobs #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:57:49 PM

BenKlass: It’s a political envionrment, @howardalaw says, and we’re fooling ourselves if
we ignore that reality #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 3:58:20 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw approx 2,700 jobs cut at the CBC since 2009.
5/23/2015 3:59:50 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @BenKlass: It’s a political envionrment, @howardalaw says, and
we’re fooling ourselves if we ignore that reality #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 4:00:13 PM

gracefulkennedy: RT @BenKlass: Policies must be evidence based, most important
aspect is good data collection, market analyses to understand market conditio…
5/23/2015 4:03:38 PM

meluka01: RT @catmiddleton: Rajabiun/Middleton paper on public interest in wholesale
wireless proceeding. http://t.co/Tw6m7bbLJm #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 4:07:14 PM

BenKlass: Back from lunch, now delivering keynote at #newcomlaw is David Colville,
Former #CRTC Commissioner
5/23/2015 5:05:36 PM

JerryChomyn: Listening to former CRTC vice chair David Colville #newcomlaw at U
OTTAWA conference http://t.co/2nJh1HlG4w
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5/23/2015 5:07:33 PM

BenKlass: Colville: “We tend to overestimate the impact of technological change in the
short term, and underestimate in the long term” #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:09:07 PM

BenKlass: Radio was going to kill records, TV the cinema and radio, Death stars would
kill cable and now the Internet apocalypse #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:09:45 PM

Trehearne: RT @BenKlass: Colville: “We tend to overestimate the impact of
technological change in the short term, and underestimate in the long term” …
5/23/2015 5:10:05 PM

BenKlass: Technically, I’m a millenial (<34yrs). Grew up with rotary phone on wall next
to kitchen. Drive a standard, good handwriting :) #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:10:35 PM

mediamorphis: Ex #crtc head David Colville tells #newcomlaw death of old media @
hands of new old story but changes afoot are big, decisive
5/23/2015 5:11:28 PM

Scotty_McQ: RT @BenKlass: Colville: “We tend to overestimate the impact of
technological change in the short term, and underestimate in the long term” …
5/23/2015 5:11:42 PM

BenKlass: People consuming as much media as ever, just getting it in different ways
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:12:18 PM

BenKlass: Not appropriate for gov’t and regulators to be reactive vs. proactive
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:12:33 PM

AcharyaBhanu: Radio was to kill papers; TV to kill radio; Cable TV to kill broadcasting,
& the Internet was expected to kill all the above. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:12:53 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Colville: regulators and gov should provide structure for
new tech to thrive, okay with existing acts, little major change needed
5/23/2015 5:13:43 PM

BenKlass: Colville: Laws are flexible enough to allow for evolution, but will they become
redundant? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:13:43 PM

mediamorphis: Old media are being remade anew vs being in death throws, Colville
tells #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:13:56 PM

BenKlass: Just because you can do something, doesn’t mean you should. Internet
content regulation possible, but not desirable sez Colville #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:14:21 PM

BenKlass: High hopes for competition in early days, meant to uphold universal service.
Duopoly today ain’t good enough, says Colville #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 5:16:51 PM

BenKlass: Trend of reversion to duopoly. Will wireless services compete with fibre in the
future? Colville concerned about cross ownership #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:18:09 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Colville advocates competition, produces innovation,
though oligarchies still the norm.
5/23/2015 5:18:15 PM

mediamorphis: 25 yrs ago Colville thought comp in telecom wld b in place, not
telco/cableco duopoly in most markets #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:18:22 PM

BenKlass: As soon as the C word comes up (culture), apoplexy about foreign ownership.
With converged firms, confounds need for competition #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:19:15 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw David Colville says solution to insufft #s of competitors is
foreign ownership
5/23/2015 5:19:48 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @BenKlass: As soon as the C word comes up (culture), apoplexy about
foreign ownership. With converged firms, confounds need for competit…
5/23/2015 5:20:18 PM

bramabramson: If D. Colville had had to guess back when CNCP got competition going,
he'd have thought a lot more competitors 25 years later. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:20:22 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Colville asserts we need to carefully amend or eliminate
foreign ownership rules
5/23/2015 5:20:52 PM

BenKlass: Concentration again brought up as concern, this time by David Colville
(earlier by Chris Tacit). #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:21:23 PM

mediamorphis: Colville recos more foreign ownership but greenfield vs taking over
existing players. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:21:57 PM

BenKlass: Are the BDUs fulcrum of power in broadcast industry? Colville says it’s
programmers—Bell an Rogers, in that capacity. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:22:13 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Colville: regulators and gov should provide
structure for new tech to thrive, okay with existing acts, little …
5/23/2015 5:22:22 PM

AcharyaBhanu: We are moving from 500 channel universe to one channel universe. The
Internet. #David Colville. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:22:28 PM

bramabramson: He also thinks getting rid of rules restricting foreign control of Rogers,
Bell & TELUS will help -- although wonder about this. #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 5:22:31 PM

BenKlass: I’m not as sanguine that codes of conduct can overcome these levels of
concentration. Too few players, too big: Colville #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:23:00 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Colville asserts we need to carefully amend
or eliminate foreign ownership rules
5/23/2015 5:23:02 PM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw David Colville : too many services are held by too few
owners #CRTC
5/23/2015 5:23:40 PM

bramabramson: RT @BenKlass: I’m not as sanguine that codes of conduct can
overcome these levels of concentration. Too few players, too big: Colville #new…
5/23/2015 5:23:53 PM

strosow: RT @FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw David Colville : too many services are held by
too few owners #CRTC
5/23/2015 5:24:17 PM

JerryChomyn: David Colville "Canada needs more competition in communication
indusries" #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:25:38 PM

mediamorphis: Colville argues that concentration levels are far too high. Comp Bureau
needs to b more assertive #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:25:42 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw we need to examine relative roles of @CRTCeng and Comp
Bureau, see where capacities may be shifted - Colville
5/23/2015 5:25:51 PM

BenKlass: In late 90, there were two types of commissioners. Full time, part time. 2nd
participated and advised #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:26:18 PM

BenKlass: Regional offices were established to address shift in jurisdiction over telecoms
from provincial to federal #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:28:58 PM

bramabramson: Is @CompBureau (institution) too often conflated with application of
competition principles (discipline)? They differ, surely. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:29:02 PM

bramabramson: RT @BenKlass: Regional offices were established to address shift in
jurisdiction over telecoms from provincial to federal #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:30:17 PM

stevenjmay: RT @AcharyaBhanu: Radio was to kill papers; TV to kill radio; Cable TV to
kill broadcasting, & the Internet was expected to kill all the ab…
5/23/2015 5:31:37 PM

BenKlass: Colville arguing that less commissioners are needed, 9 or 7, who represent
linguistic, ethnic, gender diversity, not geographic. #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 5:31:51 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw would like to see seven commissioners at @CRTCeng says
Colville.
5/23/2015 5:32:24 PM

BenKlass: Terrific lineup 4 panel “too big to fail” media cos— mod @DJ_Pare feat.
@bramabramson @geoffrey_white @mediamorphis& Marc Bourrie #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:36:02 PM

BenKlass: Now up: @bramabramson Are oligopolies too big to regulate? Well, no. Why?
Gwenyth Paltrow. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:36:46 PM

AcharyaBhanu: Amazing. Every scholar fears from Monica. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:37:20 PM

BenKlass: Conscious uncoupling, i.e. divorce. Every argument is a signal that there is a
negative internal object that needs healing. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:37:25 PM

ParkerBrown9133: RT @BenKlass: Information flowing to CRTC coming from Industry
6:1 ratio to public interest groups: @catmiddleton #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:37:54 PM

BenKlass: Regulatory activity dealing with provider A, B, and C (A owns network, B&C
ride) is tough.Needs specialized regulatory body. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:39:28 PM

gregorytaylor1: Unforeseen development: @bramabramson quotes Gwenyth Paltrow
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:39:51 PM

BenKlass: Can’t pin down fully formed policy goals in advance. Create institutional
means for holding market’s feet to fire. #CRTC #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:40:34 PM

BenKlass: .@bramabramson New vertical integrations, and new new VI. Broadband
should be about speed not content that is coupled #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:43:17 PM

BenKlass: Regulation: is it possible with big co.s? Of course! It’s easier — big co’s with
shareholders can be held responsible. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:43:39 PM

catmiddleton: .@bramabramson says broadband competition should be about speed,
network quality, not content #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:44:41 PM

bramabramson: RT @gregorytaylor1: Unforeseen development: @bramabramson
quotes Gwenyth Paltrow #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:47:30 PM

BenKlass: Now up: Marc Bourrie. Convergence a problem for academics in early 2000s.
@mediamorphis on it by ’98 #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:47:41 PM
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sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Bourrie suggests interest in conventional journalism waning
5/23/2015 5:48:30 PM

OneST8: RT @mediamorphis: Ex #crtc head David Colville tells #newcomlaw death of
old media @ hands of new old story but changes afoot are big, deci…
5/23/2015 5:48:49 PM

BenKlass: Bourrie: Internet offered illusion of freedom. As if it would remain out of
reach of large companies, dominated by individual #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:48:55 PM

BenKlass: Bourrie: Still part of the discourse, surprisingly among the left. Will we really
get citizen journalists to replace news orgs? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:49:27 PM

bramabramson: RT @AcharyaBhanu: Amazing. Every scholar fears from Monica.
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:49:30 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw the Internet, Bourrie says, seemed to offer a new space
where citizens can create their own news and content
5/23/2015 5:49:42 PM

strosow: RT @catmiddleton: .@bramabramson says broadband competition should be
about speed, network quality, not content #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:49:52 PM

paulcrosstoront: .@FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw sounds really interesting. If it is on again
next year I hope to be there! @JerryChomyn @mediamorphis great Tweets.
5/23/2015 5:50:04 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Bourrie suggests interest in conventional
journalism waning
5/23/2015 5:50:04 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Bourrie: Internet offered illusion of freedom. As if it would
remain out of reach of large companies, dominated by individual…
5/23/2015 5:50:09 PM

BenKlass: The Internet’s Gutenberg moment was fleeting, argues Bourrie. Gravitating
toward scale, rather than democratic distribution. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:50:21 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw the Internet, Bourrie says, seemed to offer a
new space where citizens can create their own news and content
5/23/2015 5:50:29 PM

BenKlass: Postmedia Sun merger a disaster for Canadian democracy, argues Bourrie
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:51:00 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw this, Bourrie says, hasn't happened. People gravitating
toward major media online. Blogging in decline.
5/23/2015 5:51:08 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Postmedia Sun merger a disaster for Canadian democracy,
argues Bourrie #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 5:51:11 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw loss of regional coverage is reflected in voting patterns
says Bourrie
5/23/2015 5:52:34 PM

BenKlass: Sharing of copy from small group to papers all around; media concentration
takes numerous forms #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:52:34 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw loss of regional coverage is reflected in voting
patterns says Bourrie
5/23/2015 5:52:53 PM

BenKlass: Less voices in journalism correlates w/ voter turnout. Bourrie Worried about
coming election #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:53:30 PM

BenKlass: Postmedia+Sun owned by American vulture capital firm, managed by
Canadians. Demands for high returns no good for citizen function #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:54:22 PM

strosow: #newcomlaw Bourrie says Post-Sun merger means most Canadian print-media
foreign-owned
5/23/2015 5:55:45 PM

BenKlass: No journalists here today, notes Bourrie. That’s right, @CarttCa and
@thewirereport got their netflix scoop, hit the road #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:55:48 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Postmedia+Sun owned by American vulture capital firm,
managed by Canadians. Demands for high returns no good for citizen func…
5/23/2015 5:56:00 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw meaningful coverage becoming increasingly less common
in CAN, news saturated with scandals and poll driven stories - Bourrie
5/23/2015 5:56:22 PM

kathycobb207: RT @BenKlass: Information flowing to CRTC coming from Industry 6:1
ratio to public interest groups: @catmiddleton #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:56:47 PM

BenKlass: Bona fide fourth estate function hollowed out, leaving a gaping void. Gov’t
step in , not to regulate but to replace. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:56:54 PM

BenKlass: State broadcaster vs. public broadcaster.Propaganda vs. information.
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:57:25 PM

sabwilkinson: We need an ownership and funding system that puts print news in
Canada back together says Bourrie #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:58:47 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: We need an ownership and funding system that puts print
news in Canada back together says Bourrie #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 5:59:06 PM

JerryChomyn: Dr Mark Bourrie "Canada is losing journalists at an alarming
rate""Newspapers dying""Too much manufactured and gotcha news"#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:59:07 PM

BenKlass: .@geoffrey_white up next: here to learn, external council to @canadapiac
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 5:59:43 PM

AcharyaBhanu: Geoff White reserves the right to amend what he is about to say.
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:00:27 PM

BenKlass: “great cultures deliver great numbers, great numbers don’t deliver great
cultures” says @geoffrey_white #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:00:37 PM

bramabramson: RT @BenKlass: “great cultures deliver great numbers, great numbers
don’t deliver great cultures” says @geoffrey_white #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:01:05 PM

BenKlass: Are the companies too big to regulate? Of course not. Are they too big to fail?
Of course not. Too big to protect? Tentative yes. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:01:34 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw meaningful coverage becoming
increasingly less common in CAN, news saturated with scandals and poll driven sto…
5/23/2015 6:02:10 PM

BenKlass: Issues in NAFTA are implicated in foreign ownership, protection, etc. Bcast,
Telecom, moving in different directions. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:02:12 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: No journalists here today, notes Bourrie. That’s right,
@CarttCa and @thewirereport got their netflix scoop, hit the road #ne…
5/23/2015 6:02:16 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @strosow: #newcomlaw Bourrie says Post-Sun merger means most
Canadian print-media foreign-owned
5/23/2015 6:02:25 PM

strosow: RT @JerryChomyn: Dr Mark Bourrie "Canada is losing journalists at an
alarming rate""Newspapers dying""Too much manufactured and gotcha ne…
5/23/2015 6:02:28 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: Postmedia+Sun owned by American vulture capital firm,
managed by Canadians. Demands for high returns no good for citizen func…
5/23/2015 6:02:31 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: Less voices in journalism correlates w/ voter turnout.
Bourrie Worried about coming election #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:02:36 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw loss of regional coverage is reflected in
voting patterns says Bourrie
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5/23/2015 6:02:40 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: Postmedia Sun merger a disaster for Canadian
democracy, argues Bourrie #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:02:53 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: The Internet’s Gutenberg moment was fleeting, argues
Bourrie. Gravitating toward scale, rather than democratic distribution. …
5/23/2015 6:02:57 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @paulcrosstoront: .@FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw sounds really
interesting. If it is on again next year I hope to be there! @JerryChomyn @mediam…
5/23/2015 6:03:03 PM

BenKlass: Are Canadians getting what we want and need? Or are we getting what the
State thinks what we want, or deserve? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:05:02 PM

BenKlass: To the extent that the market is not fulfilling social goals—the needs of real
people—then policy, markets failing. Main message #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:05:30 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @geoffrey_white says size and market dominance are a
problem if CDNs don't get what they want, need and deserve.
5/23/2015 6:05:42 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: To the extent that the market is not fulfilling social goals—the
needs of real people—then policy, markets failing. Main mess…
5/23/2015 6:06:41 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @geoffrey_white says size and market
dominance are a problem if CDNs don't get what they want, need and deserv…
5/23/2015 6:06:47 PM

BenKlass: Same debate every single hearing: Is market working, or not? Hurdle to pass
before getting to the real questions #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:07:06 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @geoffrey_white says the real problem is scope, vertical
integration
5/23/2015 6:07:44 PM

BenKlass: .@geoffrey_white Size, not necessarily a problem. Scope, as in vertical
integration, convergence, yes. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:07:53 PM

AcharyaBhanu: RT @BenKlass: “great cultures deliver great numbers, great numbers
don’t deliver great cultures” says @geoffrey_white #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:08:24 PM

1weesel: @BenKlass, as stated therein lies the problem as gov't sets agenda without
independent analysis. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:09:20 PM

BenKlass: Invoking the image of the reaching, grasping octopus is a long time theme in
telecoms #newcomlaw http://t.co/pJV6RuaBuR
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5/23/2015 6:09:49 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @BenKlass: Invoking the image of the reaching, grasping octopus is a
long time theme in telecoms #newcomlaw http://t.co/pJV6RuaBuR
5/23/2015 6:10:12 PM

1weesel: RT @BenKlass: Less voices in journalism correlates w/ voter turnout. Bourrie
Worried about coming election #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:10:13 PM

LRJia: RT @BenKlass: Invoking the image of the reaching, grasping octopus is a long
time theme in telecoms #newcomlaw http://t.co/pJV6RuaBuR
5/23/2015 6:10:47 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Invoking the image of the reaching, grasping octopus is a long
time theme in telecoms #newcomlaw http://t.co/pJV6RuaBuR
5/23/2015 6:11:02 PM

BenKlass: Until such time as there’s political will for an overhaul of comms, then you’ve
got to work with what you have. @geoffrey_white #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:11:22 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Until such time as there’s political will for an overhaul of
comms, then you’ve got to work with what you have. @geoffrey_whi…
5/23/2015 6:11:45 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: .@geoffrey_white Size, not necessarily a problem. Scope,
as in vertical integration, convergence, yes. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:11:48 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: Same debate every single hearing: Is market working, or
not? Hurdle to pass before getting to the real questions #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:11:55 PM

BenKlass: End run by incumbents around participatory process by going to court to
challenge #CRTC decisions a mounting concern #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:12:46 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Thought given to access to justice needed to ensure small
orgs or citizens can engage without fear of huge costs. @geoffrey_white
5/23/2015 6:12:49 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: End run by incumbents around participatory process by
going to court to challenge #CRTC decisions a mounting concern #newcoml…
5/23/2015 6:13:03 PM

bramabramson: Distinct telecom & broadcast intervener funding regimes doesn't work
(@CanadaPIAC's @geoffrey_white). Great point: worth solving. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:13:14 PM

BenKlass: Chilling effects are significant. No one wants a letter saying “A LEGAL
PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU” #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:13:16 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw Thought given to access to justice needed to
ensure small orgs or citizens can engage without fear of huge cos…
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5/23/2015 6:13:22 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Chilling effects are significant. No one wants a letter saying “A
LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU” #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:13:31 PM

BenKlass: Great speech from @geoffrey_white , looking forward to reading your paper
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:14:02 PM

BenKlass: .@mediamorphis up now, to shed some light on the concentration and
vertical integration landscape in Canada #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:14:24 PM

BenKlass: What are regulators doing about these things? Stay tuned #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:14:39 PM

macjbby: @BenKlass Getting closer! Reality! #newcomlaw http://t.co/dZhRBcFhYe
5/23/2015 6:14:42 PM

BenKlass: .@mediamorphis will have 2 big proposals, 1 modest proposal, and 1 radical
proposal #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:14:57 PM

BenKlass: Media concentration in Canada is high, not the highest, but high by historical
and comparative measures. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:15:45 PM

BenKlass: Vertical integration high by economic, historical, conventional measures, and
on the rise #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:16:16 PM

BenKlass: 3 times the level of vertical integration in Canada than in the USA. Very
different market structures. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:16:32 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @mediamorphis says state of media concentration in CAN
is very high though not highest globally.
5/23/2015 6:16:35 PM

BenKlass: Big telco’s are not vertically integrated in the states. Here, Bell’s the biggest
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:17:01 PM

BenKlass: Canada, the most vertically integrated out of 30 countries measured by the
international media concentration research project #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:17:23 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: Canada, the most vertically integrated out of 30 countries
measured by the international media concentration research project…
5/23/2015 6:17:33 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw in terms of vertical integration, 57 percent of market
shares owned by four companies says @mediamorphis
5/23/2015 6:17:46 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw in terms of vertical integration, 57
percent of market shares owned by four companies says @mediamorphis
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5/23/2015 6:18:17 PM

strosow: .@mediamorphis media concentration in Canada high, but not highest.Level of
vertical integration in Can very high. 3x level of US #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:19:10 PM

strosow: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw in terms of vertical integration, 57 percent of
market shares owned by four companies says @mediamorphis
5/23/2015 6:19:29 PM

BenKlass: For numbers behind @mediamorphis analysis, check out
http://t.co/xvPnM7Dj98 Open data available to the public #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:19:31 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: For numbers behind @mediamorphis analysis, check out
http://t.co/xvPnM7Dj98 Open data available to the public #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:19:53 PM

BenKlass: Laundry list of problems staring Canadians in the face, what are regulators
doing? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:20:54 PM

BenKlass: Partially, hesitantly, slowly using conduct regulation to try and unbundle to
geodesic, lego model of networks says @mediamorphis #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:21:34 PM

JerryChomyn: "Media ownership different in Canada vs US. High vertical integration in
Canada with telcos owning BDUs" Dr Dwayne Winseck #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:22:21 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @bramabramson: Distinct telecom & broadcast intervener funding
regimes doesn't work (@CanadaPIAC's @geoffrey_white). Great point: worth …
5/23/2015 6:22:24 PM

BenKlass: Regulator is now calling out, rediscovering market power. Different from
ostrich behaviour in times passed, @mediamorphis #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:22:25 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @BenKlass: “great cultures deliver great numbers, great numbers
don’t deliver great cultures” says @geoffrey_white #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:22:32 PM

sabwilkinson: RT @BenKlass: For numbers behind @mediamorphis analysis, check out
http://t.co/xvPnM7Dj98 Open data available to the public #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:22:46 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: Regulator is now calling out, rediscovering market power.
Different from ostrich behaviour in times passed, @mediamorphis #ne…
5/23/2015 6:22:56 PM

BenKlass: .@geoffrey_white & @mediamorphis both highlight importance of prohibition
against discriminatory behaviour in contemporary regs #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:22:58 PM

LRJia: RT @BenKlass: Partially, hesitantly, slowly using conduct regulation to try and
unbundle to geodesic, lego model of networks says @mediamor…
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5/23/2015 6:23:17 PM

BenKlass: CRTC taking concrete steps to prevent discriminatory behaviour by the big
media cos. Gone from allowing competition to promoting #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:24:24 PM

BenKlass: Significant steps being taken across the industry—bcast, telecom, touch
business interests which fiercely push back @mediamorphis #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:26:29 PM

BenKlass: time to polish off section 36 of the telecom act —control of content-- should
be the crown jewel according to @mediamorphis #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:27:36 PM

sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw we have to use the tools in the teleco act says
@mediamorphis
5/23/2015 6:27:38 PM

BenKlass: Here are concrete reco’s from @mediamorphis 1. Get rid of sections four. Let
the acts talk to each other. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:27:57 PM

joetea48: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw in terms of vertical integration, 57 percent
of market shares owned by four companies says @mediamorphis
5/23/2015 6:28:09 PM

BenKlass: 2. Get rid of part of §28 which allows discrimination for broadcasters
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:28:32 PM

BenKlass: 5. Get rid of BDUs — they’re really just carriers, says @mediamorphis
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:29:26 PM

joetea48: RT @BenKlass: Canada, the most vertically integrated out of 30 countries
measured by the international media concentration research project…
5/23/2015 6:30:55 PM

BenKlass: .@mediamorphis — Bring CBC and Canada Post together, get into telecoms
and serve the 21st century public interest #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:31:01 PM

HG200: RT @sabwilkinson: #newcomlaw @mediamorphis says state of media
concentration in CAN is very high though not highest globally.
5/23/2015 6:31:30 PM

tmpear: RT @BenKlass: Canada, the most vertically integrated out of 30 countries
measured by the international media concentration research project…
5/23/2015 6:35:26 PM

dliggat: RT @BenKlass: .@mediamorphis — Bring CBC and Canada Post together, get
into telecoms and serve the 21st century public interest #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:39:32 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: .@mediamorphis — Bring CBC and Canada Post together, get
into telecoms and serve the 21st century public interest #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 6:40:54 PM

BenKlass: .@bramabramson: Big Canadian telecoms are like spiderman; great power,
great responsibility #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:47:17 PM

JerryChomyn: Should cultural objectives be used as bargaining chips in broadcast and
telecom licenses #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 6:48:55 PM

barrywellman: RT @JerryChomyn: Dr Mark Bourrie "Canada is losing journalists at an
alarming rate""Newspapers dying""Too much manufactured and gotcha ne…
5/23/2015 6:52:55 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @strosow: #newcomlaw Bourrie says Post-Sun merger means most
Canadian print-media foreign-owned
5/23/2015 7:03:44 PM

geoffrey_white: Tx 4 @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw Tx 4 panel w @DJ_Pare
@bramabramson @mediamorphis & @MarkBourrie re 'what's the big deal w size in
comms law?'
5/23/2015 7:30:37 PM

bramabramson: Panel of once-Commissioners (Cardozo, Colville, Denton ... and
Meisel), Peter Grant moderating, to close #newcomlaw. http://t.co/hW3bjrWdQh
5/23/2015 7:30:48 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @bramabramson: Panel of once-Commissioners (Cardozo, Colville, Denton
... and Meisel), Peter Grant moderating, to close #newcomlaw. http…
5/23/2015 7:33:32 PM

geoffrey_white: @BenKlass actually Jack Welch said that. Was quoting him
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:34:20 PM

DJ_Pare: Colville - CBC should be 100% Canadian content & if cover sports, let it be
amateur sports #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:35:26 PM

strosow: Last panel at #newcomlaw w/former CRTC Commissioners. Historical
perspective & institutional memory a great capstone to rebooting conference
5/23/2015 7:36:41 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @strosow: Last panel at #newcomlaw w/former CRTC Commissioners.
Historical perspective & institutional memory a great capstone to reboot…
5/23/2015 7:40:02 PM

bramabramson: Odd to see and hear in person, for the first time, someone whose
autobiography I've read. http://t.co/Ds8fb1c1L2 #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:40:24 PM

AcharyaBhanu: Harperization of communication and broadcasting media, says Dr. John
Meisel, Former CRTC Chairman. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:41:04 PM

DJ_Pare: today serving the public good shifting to serving the private good - Former
CRTC commissioner Meisel #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 7:41:31 PM

BenKlass: RT @AcharyaBhanu: Harperization of communication and broadcasting
media, says Dr. John Meisel, Former CRTC Chairman. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:43:05 PM

AcharyaBhanu: The priorities of Canadian media have been significantly changed
because of the country's multicultural nature- Dr. Meisel. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:43:14 PM

gregorytaylor1: Former @CRTCeng chair John Meisel says the private sector needs to
be "reined in" #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:44:17 PM

DJ_Pare: role of public broadcasting is to elevate the mind. How effective is the CBC at
doing this? Not so much - Meisel #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:44:19 PM

Trehearne: RT @bramabramson: Panel of once-Commissioners (Cardozo, Colville,
Denton ... and Meisel), Peter Grant moderating, to close #newcomlaw. http…
5/23/2015 7:44:38 PM

Trehearne: RT @gregorytaylor1: Unforeseen development: @bramabramson quotes
Gwenyth Paltrow #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:45:28 PM

BenKlass: The #CRTC, though human and hence fallible, has performed very well, says
Dr. Meisel #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:46:30 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: The #CRTC, though human and hence fallible, has performed
very well, says Dr. Meisel #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:48:07 PM

bramabramson: Permissionless innovation: what Internet hath wrought
(@TimothyDenton), but communication policy objective writ large. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:51:35 PM

BenKlass: .@timothydenton ’s modest proposal: institutional segregation between
broadcasting and telecommunications #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:52:59 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @bramabramson: Permissionless innovation: what Internet hath wrought
(@TimothyDenton), but communication policy objective writ large. #n…
5/23/2015 7:53:12 PM

mediamorphis: . @timothydenton proposes that #crtc jurisdiction over telecoms from
bcasting so concerns w latter don't swamp former #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:54:13 PM

BenKlass: Quote from Dr. Meisel during his tenure as #CRTC chairman #newcomlaw
http://t.co/534Fl8kABv
5/23/2015 7:54:33 PM

bramabramson: Want modest proposals? @TimothyDenton: pull the broadcasting
distraction away from @CRTCeng so it can get on with important work. #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 7:55:33 PM

mediamorphis: . @timothydenton suggests splitting telecom from bcast as is done b/w
Industry Can + DCH wld be excellent idea #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:56:25 PM

mediamorphis: RT @bramabramson: Want modest proposals? @TimothyDenton: pull
the broadcasting distraction away from @CRTCeng so it can get on with importa…
5/23/2015 7:57:01 PM

strosow: Andrew Cardozo: "Untold reflections on the life of a CRTC Commissioner" at
#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:57:36 PM

bramabramson: Cardozo, reflecting on his time at @CRTCeng: "Expert staff, brilliant
memos -- never see the light of day." #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 7:59:14 PM

bramabramson: Alongside C. Tacit's proposal to pay out one-year cooling-off, Cardozo's
no-panels-for-the-first-year idea: swim of things first. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 8:01:36 PM

strosow: RT @mediamorphis: . @timothydenton proposes that #crtc jurisdiction over
telecoms from bcasting so concerns w latter don't swamp former #n…
5/23/2015 8:02:19 PM

strosow: RT @BenKlass: .@timothydenton ’s modest proposal: institutional segregation
between broadcasting and telecommunications #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 8:02:21 PM

strosow: RT @bramabramson: Want modest proposals? @TimothyDenton: pull the
broadcasting distraction away from @CRTCeng so it can get on with importa…
5/23/2015 8:02:27 PM

stevenjmay: RT @BenKlass: 5. Get rid of BDUs — they’re really just carriers, says
@mediamorphis #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 8:04:23 PM

JerryChomyn: More than just #newcomlaw conference in Ottawa this weekend. Great
event @OttawaMarathon http://t.co/X77IWPv0uh
5/23/2015 8:26:19 PM

OttawaMarathon: RT @JerryChomyn: More than just #newcomlaw conference in
Ottawa this weekend. Great event @OttawaMarathon http://t.co/X77IWPv0uh
5/23/2015 8:28:44 PM

bramabramson: How has death of most industry associations -- once, major
interveners -- affected @CRTCeng process (PSGrant)? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 8:35:55 PM

gregorytaylor1: In the spirit if crazy ideas: cooling off year for CRTC commissioners
teaching one course at a university (contract salary). #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 8:36:01 PM

bramabramson: Rather hear directly from players & what they really want, answers
Colville -- not start from industry association compromises. #newcomlaw
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5/23/2015 8:37:49 PM

bramabramson: Would a university step up & create Chair to do it? MT
@gregorytaylor1 Cooling-off year for commissioners: teach at a university? #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 8:40:39 PM

BarryKiefl: RT @BenKlass: 5. Get rid of BDUs — they’re really just carriers, says
@mediamorphis #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 8:48:41 PM

BenKlass: RT @bramabramson: Would a university step up & create Chair to do it? MT
@gregorytaylor1 Cooling-off year for commissioners: teach at a uni…
5/23/2015 8:52:16 PM

BenKlass: RT @gregorytaylor1: In the spirit if crazy ideas: cooling off year for CRTC
commissioners teaching one course at a university (contract sal…
5/23/2015 8:52:24 PM

AcharyaBhanu: 50% of the world's video content is watched through the Internet. This
is a great challenge to traditional media. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 8:55:42 PM

catmiddleton: Fundamental disagreement among folks at #newcomlaw as to whether
changing TV viewing behaviours are real & how fast change is/will be
5/23/2015 8:57:00 PM

meluka01: RT @catmiddleton: Fundamental disagreement among folks at #newcomlaw
as to whether changing TV viewing behaviours are real & how fast chang…
5/23/2015 8:57:15 PM

DJ_Pare: RT @catmiddleton: Fundamental disagreement among folks at #newcomlaw
as to whether changing TV viewing behaviours are real & how fast chang…
5/23/2015 8:57:31 PM

meluka01: RT @DJ_Pare: role of public broadcasting is to elevate the mind. How
effective is the CBC at doing this? Not so much - Meisel #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 9:00:29 PM

meluka01: RT @DJ_Pare: today serving the public good shifting to serving the private
good - Former CRTC commissioner Meisel #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 9:00:34 PM

meluka01: RT @BenKlass: Canada, the most vertically integrated out of 30 countries
measured by the international media concentration research project…
5/23/2015 9:00:43 PM

MarkBourrie: RT @geoffrey_white: Tx 4 @FRPC_FRPC #newcomlaw Tx 4 panel w
@DJ_Pare @bramabramson @mediamorphis & @MarkBourrie re 'what's the big deal w …
5/23/2015 9:01:52 PM

meluka01: .@bramabramson @gregorytaylor1 maybe a cooling off year for scholars?:
become a #crtc commissioner for a couple of hearings...#newcomlaw
5/23/2015 9:03:09 PM

bramabramson: With #newcomlaw dwindling, PSGrant recalling @CompBureau's
chequered past at cultural-sector transactions. (Not sure telecom's been better.)
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5/23/2015 9:03:58 PM

bramabramson: Which doesn't mean competition principles oughtn't prevail (Colville):
rather, who's best-placed to apply in a regulated sector. #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 9:06:56 PM

DJ_Pare: Thank you to the organizers of the #newcomlaw conference for a fantastic 2
days of conferencing. Your efforts were very much appreciated!
5/23/2015 9:09:42 PM

strosow: #newcomlaw "ReBooting Canada's Communications Legislation" conference is
adjourned. Many thanks to @FRPC_FRPC and the Centre on Governance!
5/23/2015 9:24:48 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @bramabramson: Want modest proposals? @TimothyDenton: pull the
broadcasting distraction away from @CRTCeng so it can get on with importa…
5/23/2015 9:37:58 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @BenKlass: The #CRTC, though human and hence fallible, has
performed very well, says Dr. Meisel #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 9:41:32 PM

tamir_i: RT @sabwilkinson: Regulatory and legal framework of @CRTCeng inherently
complex, challenging for Cdns to understand #newcomlaw @tamir_i
5/23/2015 9:56:33 PM

tamir_i: RT @strosow: .@tamir_i @cippic telecom issues at CRTC often technically
complex, but reasons often need to be easier to follow #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 9:56:39 PM

Pagmenzies: RT @strosow: .@tamir_i @cippic telecom issues at CRTC often technically
complex, but reasons often need to be easier to follow #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 10:32:01 PM

BenKlass: RT @strosow: #newcomlaw "ReBooting Canada's Communications
Legislation" conference is adjourned. Many thanks to @FRPC_FRPC and the Centre o…
5/23/2015 10:55:54 PM

FRPC_FRPC: RT @BenKlass: Same debate every single hearing: Is market working, or
not? Hurdle to pass before getting to the real questions #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 11:13:25 PM

FRPC_FRPC: RT @BenKlass: .@bramabramson: Big Canadian telecoms are like
spiderman; great power, great responsibility #newcomlaw
5/23/2015 11:13:32 PM

MarkBourrie: Spoke today at #newcomlaw about the disastrous decision by Compet
Bureau to allow merger of PostM and Sun, the damage to public engagement.
5/24/2015 1:10:46 AM

yourtechmama: RT @BenKlass: .@mediamorphis — Bring CBC and Canada Post
together, get into telecoms and serve the 21st century public interest #newcomlaw
5/24/2015 2:53:26 AM

FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Our 2-day conf'c on broad'g & telecom laws ended May 23:
FRPC & #uOttawa Centre on Govern'ce thanks @CPaC_TV for recording it!
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5/24/2015 1:43:30 PM

ibarguen: RT @BenKlass: Not in the least opposed to state subsidy of culture of any
kind, says @timothydenton if they’re gonna make good TV with the …
5/24/2015 3:38:35 PM

ibarguen: RT @BenKlass: To the extent that the market is not fulfilling social goals—the
needs of real people—then policy, markets failing. Main mess…
5/24/2015 3:45:24 PM

ibarguen: RT @BenKlass: State broadcaster vs. public broadcaster.Propaganda vs.
information. #newcomlaw
5/24/2015 3:46:02 PM

Annie_Belanger: RT @mediamorphis: Data relied upon by #crtc in making decisions
often not avail to public @BarryKiefl tells #newcomlaw. I agree data qual+a…
5/24/2015 11:00:31 PM

geoffrey_white: RT @FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Our 2-day conf'c on broad'g & telecom
laws ended May 23: FRPC & #uOttawa Centre on Govern'ce thanks @CPaC_TV for …
5/25/2015 1:55:28 PM

tranquileye: RT @BenKlass: Check out #CRTC CMR for info on how much time
Canadians spend watching video online, vs other uses #newcomlaw http://t.co/813…
5/25/2015 3:34:13 PM

chelcpollard: RT @FRPC_FRPC: #newcomlaw Our 2-day conf'c on broad'g & telecom
laws ended May 23: FRPC & #uOttawa Centre on Govern'ce thanks @CPaC_TV for …
5/26/2015 2:01:16 PM
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